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Abstract
The ATLAS Detector is one of the four big particle physics experiments at CERN’s
LHC. Its innermost tracking system consisted of the 3-Layer silicon Pixel Detector
(⇠80M readout channels) in the first run (2010-2012). Over the past two years it
was refurbished and equipped with new services as well as a new beam monitor. The
major upgrade, however, was the Insertable B-Layer (IBL). It adds ⇠12M readout
channels for improved vertexing, tracking robustness and b-tagging performance for
the upcoming runs, before the high luminosity upgrade of the LHC will take place.
This thesis covers two main aspects of Pixel detector performance studies: The main
work was the planning, commissioning and operation of a test bench that meets the
requirements of current pixel detector components. Each newly built ATLAS IBL
stave was thoroughly tested, following a specifically developed procedure, and initially
calibrated in that setup. A variety of production accompanying measurements as well
as preliminary results after integration into the ATLAS Pixel Detector, right before
the start of the second LHC run, will be presented and discussed.
The second focus of this thesis are pixel detector studies with the help of high energetic
particle beams. A 3D prototype sensor from the ATLAS IBL production was studied
at various rotation angles to investigate its charge collection properties. During these
measurements, tracking information was provided by the Timepix telescope. Prelim-
inary results depicting the detectors performance at various particle incidence angles
will be evaluated.
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I cry Babel! Babel! Look at me now,
but the walls of my town,
they come crumbling down.
- Mumford & Sons
Chapter 1
High Energy Physics at CERN
CERN1 was founded in 1954 as a european facility for peaceful fundamental research.
Since 2014 it has 21 member states and many more are in the ratification process
to join, which also includes non-european countries. Over its 60 years of existence it
has established various accelerators and experiments that significantly contributed to
mankind’s understanding of nature. In the 1960’s a theoretical model was established,
describing the fundamental particles along with the forces that are responsible for the
interactions among them, the Standard Model of particle physics. It describes particles’
properties with high precision, which could be verified in various experiments. It also
predicted a number of new particles that were eventually discovered in high energy
physics experiments. In 2013 Francois Englert and Peter Higgs were awarded the
Nobel Prize in Physics ”for the theoretical discovery of a mechanism that contributes
to our understanding of the origin of mass of subatomic particles, and which recently
was confirmed through the discovery of the predicted fundamental particle, by the
ATLAS2 and CMS3 experiments at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider” [1]. This so-called
Higgs Boson was measured by the two experiments with a significance of 5.9  [2] and
5.0  [3], respectively.
However, not all observations are well described in that Standard Model. For instance,
the relatively high amount of matter in the universe along with the lack of visible
anti-matter, the origin of dark matter, supersymmetry, the unification of the forces as
well as the gravitational force are not properly described and understood yet. In order
to probe the Standard Model and the physics beyond, particle accelerators have been
built to mimic the high energy conditions shortly after the big bang. At present, the
LHC4 is the accelerator providing the highest available center of mass energy in proton-
proton collisions. The secondary particles emerging from those collisions are studied in
on-going high precision experiments. One main requirement for such detailed studies
is the precise vertex reconstruction of the secondary particle decays and determination
of their momentum with the help of a surrounding magnetic field. Therefore, tracking
detectors are built close to the interaction regions, resulting in high demands on the
1Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire
2A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
3Compact Muon Solenoid
4Large Hadron Collider
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used components, namely a fine spatial resolution, fast readout, low power consumption
and reliable operation even in high radiation environments. Nowadays, mainly solid
state detectors are used in those environments as they meet the requirements best.
However, regular maintenance and upgrades on their components are necessary to
successfully continue the search for a deeper understanding of nature and new physics.
The focus of this thesis is the state-of-the-art 4-Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector. To
give the corresponding context, the Standard Model of particle physics, the CERN
accelerator complex and its four big experiments along with the foreseen upgrades of the
LHC and the ATLAS Detector will be introduced in the following pages. Furthermore,
particle detection techniques focussing on silicon detectors including radiation damages
expected from the harsh LHC environment will be described.
Chapter 2 is dedicated to the original 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector after three years
of successful operation. Its composition, calibration, performance so far and the carried
out upgrades will be presented.
The main part of this thesis, Chapter 3, will cover the ATLAS Insertable B-Layer, the
fourth layer recently added to the existing ATLAS Pixel Detector. After describing
the various components and production steps, the established testing setup along with
calibration results will be depicted. First commissioning and cosmic data taking results
obtained shortly before the restart of the LHC in 2015 will be shown.
In Chapter 4 a measurement carried out at a testbeam facility at CERN during the
prototyping phase of the ATLAS Insertable B-Layer will be described. These kinds
of studies are essential for sensor characterization, particularly with regard to future
detector upgrades. Furthermore, a completely new sensor characterization method
will be introduced. Based on the idea of Computed Tomography a way of evaluating
the charge collection e ciency in a three dimensional manner is investigated, which
is a very promising approach for complementing sensor characterizations carried out
in laboratories and two dimensional hit and charge collection e ciency studies from
conventional testbeam measurements.
1.1. The Standard Model of Particle Physics
In the Standard Model of particle physics there are twelve fermions (half-integer spin
particles), five gauge bosons (integer spin particles) and the Higgs boson (spin-0 particle).
The fermions are grouped into three generations with two quarks and two leptons each.
The first one consists of the lightest quarks, namely up (u) and down (d) along with
the electron (e) and its neutrino (⌫e). Matter is made up of only those stable particles.
The second generation holds the charm (c) and the strange (s) quark and the muon
(µ) with its neutrino (⌫µ). The heaviest quarks are found in the third generation, the
bottom1 (b) and the top (t) quark. The corresponding leptons are the tau (⌧) and the
tau neutrino (⌫⌧ ).
1Sometimes also called beauty quark.
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Four fundamental forces are known today, the electromagnetic, the strong and the weak
force, which are described by the Standard Model, and the gravitational force, which
still eludes a quantum mechanical description. The forces among the fundamental
particles couple to corresponding charges. All fermions carry weak charge and thus
interact weakly while only electrically charged particles take part in the electromagnetic
interaction. The strong force couples to the so-called color charge, which only the
quarks and gluons possess. The weak force is mediated by two electrically charged gauge
bosons, W+ and W , and one neutral boson, Z0. The carrier of the electromagnetic
force is the mass-less photon ( ). The strong force that confines quarks into hadrons
is carried by the gluon (g).
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Figure 1.1.: The Standard Model of particle physics.
The fact that the particles have mass is described with the help of the Higgs-mechanism,
breaking the local electro-weak symmetry. It describes the particles’ interaction with
the all-surrounding Higgs-field. One can assign a particle to the excitation of such a
field which is the Higgs (H0) particle. The named particles along with their properties
are summarized in Figure 1.1.
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1.2. The LHC and its Experiments
The current layout of the CERN accelerator complex is shown in Figure 1.2. The main
focus is the high energy proton physics for fundamental research. Therefor, hydrogen
from a bottle is injected into a duoplasmatron with a high electric field that strips the
electrons o↵ the nuclei. The resulting free protons are bunched and pre-accelerated in a
radio frequency quadrupole before entering the Linear Accelerator 2 (LINAC 2). There
they are accelerated to an energy of 50MeV. After being transferred to the Booster
they are accelerated to 1.4 GeV, then to 25GeV in the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and
to 450GeV in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) before entering the LHC. In the
LHC they are further accelerated to a maximum energy of 7TeV and finally brought
to collide. In a second run mode of the LHC ions can collide. In that case the ions
are transferred from Linear Accelerator 3 (LINAC 3) at an energy of 4.2MeV/u to the
Low Energy Ion Ring (LEIR) accelerator which then feeds them into the PS and again
via the SPS to the LHC.
Apart from the high energy physics collisions sector there are antimatter experiments at
the AD (Antiproton Decelerator), nuclear physics experiments like ISOLDE (Isotope
Separator On Line DEvice) at the Booster and n-ToF (neutron Time of Flight) at
the PS. Furthermore, there are experimental areas for a wide range of experiments
including detector characterization at the PS and SPS, irradiation facilities at the PS
and a test facility for future accelerators, namely CLiC (Compact Linear Collider).
1.2.1. The LHC
The LHC [5] project was proposed in the 1980’s and started operation in 2008. It
provides proton-proton collisions as well as ion-ion and ion-proton collisions at unpre-
cedented energy and intensity to its four large experiments. Shortly after the startup
a faulty connection between two superconducting bending magnets required a ma-
jor intervention until 2009 [6]. The LHC was restarted at an energy of 3.5TeV per
beam providing collisions in 2010 and 2011. In 2012 the beam energy was increased
to 4TeV. Over the first three years of operation it delivered 29 fb 1 of proton-proton
collisions to the two multipurpose detectors, ATLAS and CMS, at a peak luminosity
of 7.7 · 1033 cm 2s 1 which lead to the discovery of the so-called Higgs Boson.
In 1994 the CERN council approved the LHC project which re-uses the tunnel built
for the LEP1 accelerator. The 26.7 km long tunnel with eight straight sections and
eight arcs is inclined at 1.4% and is located between 45m and 170m below the surface
to take advantage of the geological conditions. Given the size of the accelerator, the
LHC is designed to reach collision energies of 14TeV and luminosities L of up to
L = 1034 cm 2s 1 where L is defined by beam parameters only and can be written as:
L =
N2b nbfrev r
4⇡✏n ⇤
F (1.2.1)
1Large Electron-Positron Collider
4
Figure 1.2.: The CERN accelerator complex [4]. Not to scale.
This assumes the ideal case of identical round beams. Nb stands for the number of
particles per bunch, nb for the number of bunches in the machine, frev for the revolution
frequency,  r for the relativistic gamma factor, ✏n for the normalized transverse beam
emittance (beam dimensions) and  ⇤ for the beta function at the collision point. To
reduce parasitic collisions in the straight sections in the experiments, the beams cross at
an angle ⇥c. That angle and the RMS1 of the bunch length  z as well as the transverse
RMS beam size  ⇤ in the interaction point define the geometric luminosity reduction
factor F 2.
Since the luminosity scales linearly with the number of particles per beam the use of
anti-proton beams is excluded. Thus, the LHC is the first ring collider to accelerate two
counter-rotating particle beams instead of one particle and one anti-particle beam. To
1Root Mean Square
2F =
q
1 +
 
⇥c z
2 ⇤
 2
[5].
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reach 14TeV center of mass energy in that given radius a nominal dipole field of 8.33T
is required for the bending magnets. Those are designed as super conducting NbTi
twin-bore magnets, operated in a cryogenic environment, cooled with 1.9K superfluid
helium.
Figure 1.3.: Schematic layout of the LHC underground facilities and access points [7].
A schematic layout of the LHC underground facilities and access points is shown in
Figure 1.3. The accelerator is divided into eight independent sections for cryogenics
and magnet powering with corresponding access points. The beams are injected in
Point 1 towards Point 2 (Beam 1, clockwise) and between Point 1 and Point 8 towards
Point 8 (Beam 2, anticlockwise). The radio frequency acceleration section is located
in Point 4 hosting independent cavities for the two beams. The beams cross vertically
in the experiments at Point 1 (ATLAS) and 8 (LHCb1) and horizontally in Point 2
(ALICE2) and 5 (CMS). The beam dump region is located in Point 6. Point 3 and
7 are equipped with collimators for beam cleaning. Nominal beam conditions foresee
2 808 bunches with 1.15 · 1011 protons per bunch and 25 ns spacing. With the help
of di↵erent filling patterns and optics the experiments can be supplied with varying
luminosities in a global range from 1026 cm 2s 1 to 1034 cm 2s 1 for protons and from
1024 cm 2s 1 to 1027 cm 2s 1 for ion runs, respectively.
1LHC-beauty
2A Large Ion Collider Experiment
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1.2.2. The ATLAS Experiment
The ATLAS [8] Experiment is one of the four large LHC experiments and within those
one of the two multipurpose detectors. It is built to measure the various particles
originating from proton-proton as well as ion-ion collisions provided by the LHC, cov-
ering as much solid angle around the interaction point as possible. Thus, its design is
forward-backward symmetric with a cylindrical shape. The ATLAS Detector is 25m
in diameter, 44m long and weighs 7 000 t. A schematic view of the main sub-systems
is shown in Figure 1.4. The eightfold symmetry of the detector is driven by its ex-
Figure 1.4.: Sectional view of the ATLAS Detector [8].
ceptional magnetic field configuration. A 2T solenoid, which extends over a length of
5.3m with a diameter of 2.5m, is surrounding the inner tracking detectors while the
muon spectrometer is immersed in a toroidal field. The barrel toroid provides 1.5 to
5.5Tm of bending power in the pseudorapidity range 0 < |⌘| < 1.4, and the end-cap
toroids approximately 1 to 7.5Tm in the region 1.6 < |⌘| < 2.7. The bending power is
lower in the transition regions where the two magnets overlap (1.4 < |⌘| < 1.6). This
allows the measurement of muon momenta independently in two perpendicular planes.
All sub-detectors are divided into a central part, called barrel, and a forward part on
each side of the barrel, called end-cap.
The Inner Detector consists of three di↵erent tracking systems, the Pixel Detector, the
SCT1 and the TRT2. The Pixel Detector will be described in detail in Chapter 2. The
1Semiconductor Tracker
2Transition Radiation Tracker
7
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SCT consists of four micro-strip silicon detector layers in the barrel and nine disks in
each end-cap region. The TRT is made out of 73 straw planes in the barrel and 80
straw planes in each end-cap region. It provides around 36 hits per track.
Two kinds of sampling calorimeters are located outside the solenoid volume. The
electromagnetic calorimeter uses liquid Argon (LAr) as active medium with accordion-
shaped copper electrodes and lead absorber plates over its full coverage. The hadronic
calorimeter barrel is made up of alternating steel and scintillating tiles. The scintillators
are read out on both sides by wavelength shifting fibers into two separate photomulti-
plier tubes. In the end-caps copper plates are used as absorbers and the LAr acts as
active medium. A dedicated forward calorimeter uses LAr as active medium with cop-
per absorbers for electromagnetic showers, followed by tungsten absorbers for hadronic
showers.
The muon system combines trigger elements (resistive plate chambers and thin gap
chambers) with high precision tracking detectors (monitored drift tubes and cathode
strip chambers). In the barrel region three layers are mounted cylindrically around the
beam axis in the air-core of the toroid magnets, while the three layers in the transition
and end-cap region are installed perpendicular to the beam in the magnetic field of the
toroid end-caps and outside the magnets.
1.2.3. The CMS Experiment
Just like the ATLAS Experiment the CMS [9] Detector is a multi-purpose experiment
searching for new physics at the LHC. The main components are the same as for
ATLAS: A cylindrical setup consisting of a tracking system close to the beam pipe,
an electromagnetic and a hadronic calorimeter in the middle, a strong magnetic field
and muon chambers on the outside. However, the realization is very much di↵erent in
the two experiments to limit systematical uncertainties and to ensure two independent
measurements of the same processes. CMS’s core part is the 3.8T superconducting
solenoid magnet. It is 13m long with an inner diameter of 5.9m. The return field
is large enough to saturate 1.5m of iron which allows four dedicated muon detection
stations inside the yoke. The tracking and calorimetry systems are installed inside this
magnet. The experiment is 21.6m long with a diameter of 14.6m and a total weight
of 14 000 t. A schematic view of the main sub-systems is shown in Figure 1.5.
The tracking system is 5.8m long with a diameter of 2.6m. It consists of 3 layers of
silicon pixel detectors with analog readout and 10 layers of microstrip silicon detectors.
The electromagnetic calorimeter is made of lead tungstate (PbWo4) crystals in which
the scintillation light is read out by silicon avalanche photodiodes in the barrel regions
and vacuum phototriodes in the end-cap region.
The hadronic calorimeter is realized by alternating brass and scintillator layers. Via
wavelength shifting fibers the light is converted and then transported to novel hybrid
photodiodes which can also be operated in high axial magnetic fields. In the forward
8
region an additional iron quartz calorimeter is installed to increase the geometrical
coverage for transverse energy measurements.
The muon system uses aluminum drift tubes in the barrel region and cathode strip
chambers in the end-cap region, complemented by resistive plate chambers.
Figure 1.5.: Sectional view of the CMS Detector [10].
1.2.4. The ALICE Experiment
The ALICE [11] Experiment is a more specialized detector for probing dense media of
strongly interacting particles. It focusses on the study of primordial matter produced
in quark-gluon plasmas which can be formed by colliding heavy ions, mostly lead ions
in the LHC. The physics program also includes studies of lighter ion collisions and
proton-nucleus collisions. During the main operation mode of the LHC, i.e. proton-
proton collisions, reference data is taken. Due to its focus on strong interactions it is
complementary to the other three big LHC experiments.
The ALICE Experiment is 26m long and weighs 10 000 t. As can be seen from the
schematic view in Figure 1.6 it consists of two main parts, a cylindrical detector part
inside the solenoid magnet and a forward muon arm. The 16m diameter magnet is
re-used from the L3 Experiment at LEP with a magnetic field strength of 0.5T. Driven
by the physics requirements ALICE combines various ultra light tracking detectors
9
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(pixel, silicon drift and microstrip detectors as well as a time projection chamber)
producing up to 150 three-dimensional space points. Three di↵erent types of particle
identification detectors, namely time-of-flight, ring imaging Cherenkov and transition
radiation detectors are used. In addition two electromagnetic calorimeters for photon
and jet measurements as well as a forward muon arm for the study of heavy-quark
resonances have been installed. Most of the sub-detectors cover a small solid angle.
Figure 1.6.: Sectional view of the ALICE Detector [11].
1.2.5. The LHCb Experiment
The second specialized detector is the LHCb [12] Experiment. Within the Standard
Model of particle physics the asymmetry between matter and antimatter is explained
by the CP violating weak interaction. However, the weak interaction alone cannot
account for the amount of matter that is observed in the universe.
The LHCb Experiment investigates rare decays of heavy hadrons containing b or c
quarks to search for new sources of the asymmetry between matter and antimatter.
A schematic view of the detector is shown in Figure 1.7. Contrary to the two multi-
purpose LHC experiments, ATLAS and CMS, the LHCb Detector is not forward-
backward symmetric but is built as a single-arm spectrometer covering an angle of
±250mrad vertically and ±300mrad horizontally with respect to the beam axis. The
high precision vertex locator (VELO) is located very close to the interaction point.
In order to prevent damages of the detector during non-stable beam conditions in the
LHC, the VELO is retractable inside a secondary vacuum. Further downstream stands
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another micro-strip silicon tracker, Tracker Turicensis (TT). It is followed by a warm
dipole magnet which induces a horizontal spread of incoming particle depending on
their charge and momentum. Behind the magnet three more tracking systems, T1-T3,
measure the particles’ trajectories using micro-strip detectors close to the beam and
straw-tubes in the outer regions.
Right behind the tracking stations RICH1 detectors separate pions and kaons originat-
ing from B meson decays. For energy measurements and further particle identification
a scintillator pad detector (SPD) and pre-shower (PS), followed an electromagnetic and
a hadronic calorimeter are used. The electromagnetic calorimeter is comprised of lead
while the hadronic calorimeter uses iron as absorber material. They are both mounted
alternating with scintillating tiles as active medium. Both calorimeters are segmented
with lateral variation to fit the beam properties and read out via wavelength shifting
fibers connected to photomultiplier tubes. One muon station is placed upstream the
calorimeters, the other four downstream, interleaved with iron absorbers to select pen-
etrating muons. The muon detectors are built as multi-wire proportional chambers
apart from the inner region of M1, where triple-GEM2 detectors are installed.
Figure 1.7.: Sectional view of the LHCb Detector. The LHC beams travel in opposite
directions along the central axis of the experiment colliding in the center of the
Vertex Locator [12].
1Ring Imaging CHerenkov
2Gas Electron Multiplier
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1.2.6. The LHC Upgrades
Already during the construction phase several possible upgrade scenarios are con-
sidered. Details on upcoming experiments and searches are planned based on recent
discoveries and measurements performed so far. Since experiments at this scale are
huge and cost intensive, usually several upgrade scenarios are discussed and realized
to fully exploit all capabilities of the scientific facilities before requiring entirely new
technologies and concepts. In the case of the LHC three major upgrades are foreseen.
They will be described in the following pages.
Phase 0
In the first long shutdown (LS1) of the LHC, the main task was the strengthening of the
10 170 superconducting magnet interconnections to enable the operation at the design
energy of 7TeV per beam. In total 18 bending magnets have been replaced. Vacuum,
cryogenics and electronics systems have been consolidated. In addition, other upgrades
and renovation works on all (pre-)accelerators and experiments, e.g. on collimation,
radiation tolerance of electronics and tunnel ventilation systems, have been performed.
First proton collisions are planned for May 2015. In the upcoming Run 2 about 100-
120 fb 1 shall be delivered to the two high-luminosity experiments.
The major changes in the ATLAS Experiment concern the Pixel Detector. Those will
be described in more details in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. The additional pixel layer
which has been installed recently will be depicted in Chapter 3. Furthermore, a new
Inner Detector cooling and end-cap extension muon chambers have been installed. The
central first trigger level and the magnet cryogenics have been upgraded and a specific
neutron shielding has been added.
Phase 1
Run 2 is foreseen to last until mid 2018 until the second long shutdown (LS2) which
is scheduled for one and a half years. During that shutdown machine improvements
are planned to ensure reliable operation at a luminosity of 2 · 1034 cm 2s 1 in Run
3. That requires more flexibility for beam interactions in ATLAS and CMS Detectors
which is realized by installing new low-  quadrupoles with 120mm aperture instead
of 70mm as they are used now [13]. Furthermore, a new linear accelerator is already
under construction (LINAC 4), foreseen to replace LINAC 2 as the first proton injector
in CERN’s accelerator chain in the Phase 1 upgrade. The major improvements are
increased output energy of 160MeV (compared to 50MeV from LINAC 2) and increased
beam brightness to deliver higher intensity beams for the required LHC luminosity
upgrades.
The main focus for the ATLAS Detector in LS2 will be the replacement of the small
wheel of the forward muon spectrometer then using MicroMegas and strip Thin Gap
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Chambers, the integration of a high precision calorimeter trigger at the first trigger
level (Level-1), the establishment of a Fast TracKing (FTK) for the second trigger level
(Level-2) and the installation of a proton detector, ATLAS Forward Physics (AFP), at
210m distance from the interaction point on both sides of the ATLAS Detector.
Phase 2 - HL-LHC
(a) (b)
Figure 1.8.: Simulation of (a) 5 pile up events and (b) 400 pile up events in the
ATLAS Pixel and SCT Detectors in the HL-LHC scenarios [14].
It is the goal to collect around 300 fb 1 of data until the High-Luminosity-LHC up-
grade. This machine upgrade is scheduled for 2023 until mid 2025 during the third long
shutdown (LS3). The major interventions, namely the replacement of the interaction
region quadrupole magnets (inner triplets) and installation of 11T bending magnets in
Nb3Sn technology, upgrades of collimation regions and cryogenics, installation of crab
cavities and new machine protection parts as well as cold powering, will a↵ect more
than 1.2 km of the LHC. The targeted luminosity will be 5 · 1035 cm 2s 1.
At the same time all experiments will be significantly upgraded to cope with the ex-
pected increase in luminosity and hence collision data as shown in Figure 1.8. In the
ATLAS Experiment the entire Inner Detector will be replaced by an new Inner TracKer
(ITK). The most challenging requirements are the granularity needed to resolve up to
200 interactions in one collision while demanding a detector occupancy of less than 1%
along with the high radiation environment (2 ·1016 neqcm 2) while further reducing the
tracker’s radiation length. Also the overall silicon detector covered area will be sig-
nificantly increased to almost 200m2. Thereby, the number of read out channels will
increase by one order of magnitude. To properly prepare the entire detector for the dif-
ficult HL-LHC environment upgrades on calorimeter electronics, muon trigger systems,
Level-1 track trigger and changes to the forward calorimeters are being evaluated.
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1.3. Particle Detection Techniques
In this section the basic principles of particles interacting with matter will be discussed.
Furthermore, detection techniques using solid state devices will be explained and radi-
ation e↵ects depicted. The main focus here will be on silicon detectors, which are the
most common tracking devices in high energy physics applications such as the LHC
experiments. For instance two (Pixel, SCT) out of three sub-detectors of the ATLAS
Inner Detector are made up of silicon modules. The observable macroscopic radiation
e↵ects in silicon sensors will be demonstrated in Section 2.4 using the example of the
3-Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector after three years of operation.
1.3.1. Energy Loss in Matter
For the application in collider experiments’ tracking systems, high energetic charged
particles need to be detected while depositing only a small amount of energy in order
to not significantly distract their trajectory. That is essential for momentum meas-
urements inside a magnetic field whereas calorimeters with a high atomic number Z
are used to fully stop those particles and thus determine their energies. Thereby, the
di↵erent particles interact according to their coupling forces. Here, the electromag-
netic interaction of photons and charged particles will be discussed as those are used
in the measurements presented in the following chapters. More detailed information
on particle detection techniques can be found in [15].
For photons interacting with matter there are three e↵ects to be mentioned. The
first one is called the Photo-electric e↵ect where a photon is entirely absorbed by an
electron bound in the atomic shell, which is then kicked o↵ in case of a photon energy
higher than the electrons binding energy. The second e↵ect is Compton scattering at
which the incoming photon interacts with an atomic shell electron inelastically and is
converted into a photon with lower kinetic energy. A third way of energy conversion is
pair production. The incoming photon can convert its energy into an electron-positron
pair through interaction with the nucleus or even with a surrounding electron given
enough initial kinetic energy of the photon, i.e. twice the resting energy of an electron
or four times the energy, respectively. In order to absorb a photon in silicon of just a
few hundred µm thickness, comparatively low energetic  ’s, e.g. < 160 keV from 241Am
sources, are used for sensor functionality tests and calibration measurements. Results
from source measurements will be presented in Section 3.4.
For charged particles there are also three fundamental interaction processes caused by
the electromagnetic force. One is ionization of the passed material, the second one is
Cherenkov radiation which occurs in case of a particle passing a medium faster than
its specific speed of light and finally transition radiation which is emitted if the particle
passes an inhomogeneous medium. Quantitatively the energy loss per track length
of a traversing heavy charged particle caused by these e↵ects is accounted for in the
Bethe-Bloch formula [15]:
14
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(1.3.1)
with
dE
dx
: mean energy loss per track length
Na : Avogadro’s number: 6.022 · 1023mol 1
re : classical electron radius: 2.817 · 10 13 cm
me : electron mass: 511 keV/c
⇢ : density of absorbing material: 2.33
g
cm3
(for silicon)
I : mean excitation potential: 173 eV (for silicon)
Z : atomic number of absorbing material: 14 (for silicon)
A : atomic weight of absorbing material: 28 (for silicon)
z : charge of traversing particle in units of e
  : v/c of the traversing particle
  :
1p
1   2
  : density correction
Wmax : maximum energy transfer in a single collision
The mean excitation potential I is essentially the mean orbital frequency, averaged
over all bound electron states of the material, times Planck’s constant h. However,
since the averaging of the oscillation frequencies on the atomic level bears di↵erent
uncertainties for various materials, the actual values have usually been re-calculated
from dE/ dx measurements. An example plot of the measured energy dependent
specific ionization using the 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector is shown in Figure 2.6(b).
The density correction is added to account for polarization e↵ects inside the traversed
material caused by the incident particle. It thus scales only with the particle’s velocity
and not with its mass. Generally, particles with a    > 3 are called MIP1s since that
energy corresponds to a local minimum and at higher energies the energy deposition
only increases slightly. In the case of rather thin silicon detectors the energy deposition
is not gaussian but follows a non-symmetric so-called Landau distribution with a tail
towards higher energy transfers due to contributions from secondary electrons (so-called
 -electrons) that can continue to ionize the material. The values for silicon stated in
the list above are taken from [16].
1Minimum Ionising Particle
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1.3.2. Tracking Devices
Nowadays high energy physics experiments are required to cope with high collision rates
and particle fluxes. In the above mentioned fashion electron hole pairs are created in
solid state detectors. These electrical signals usually are collected on one side of the
detector, then shaped and amplified for further processing. Here, two technologies will
be introduced. First, the use of silicon as sensor will be motivated and eventually
insulating materials, in this case diamond sensors, will be described as these are the
two technologies relevant for the first upgrade of the ATLAS Pixel Detector that will
be described in more detail in Chapters 2 and 3.
Silicon is the favored material in semiconductors industry and thus the most feasible
option for large scale vertex identification in the innermost layers of the experiments.
It is a semiconducting element from the fourth main group of the periodic table with a
band gap energy of 1.21 eV. Introduction of impurities through neighboring main group
elements provides additional charge carriers in the valence band or the conduction
band, respectively. Silicon doped with atoms from the fifth main group has a surplus
of negative charge carriers and is thus called n-doped. Doping with atoms from the
third main group leaves additional positive charge carriers and is therefore called p-
doped. The working principle of a silicon sensor is based on the pn-junction, i.e. the
transition region from n-doped to p-doped silicon. There the free charge carriers from
the n-doped material combine with the empty spaces in the lattice and thus form a so-
called depletion region. An incident particle creates electron-hole pairs in the depletion
region (see Figure 1.9(a)). These start drifting in the sensor and can be separated by
an externally applied electrical field. The second advantage of the electrical field is the
growth of the depletion region as can be seen in Figure 1.9(b). The amount of HV1
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Figure 1.9.: Working principles of silicon detectors. (a) A simple pn-junction without
external field, (b) a simple pn-junction with external field and (c) a segmented
pn-junction with external field are shown.
1High Voltage, here: sensor bias
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needed to fully deplete a sensor depends on its thickness, its material and eventually
the level of radiation induced damages in the crystal lattice. In the following it will be
referred to as depletion voltage. By segmenting the n-implants the spatial resolution
of the particle trajectory can be improved (see Figure 1.9(c)). The spatial resolution of
such a pixelated sensor depends on the dimensions of the segmentation, the e ciency
of the charge collection, the amount of shared charged between neighboring pixels and
eventually the threshold of the connected readout. A good first approximation for
designing a sensor is given by only considering the segmentation width (pitch p) while
omitting e ciency and readout e↵ects. Assuming that only one pixel registers hits
which happened half the pitch around its center, the average di↵erence  pos between
the actual hit position xhit and the measured position xmeas can be calculated to:
 2pos =
R p/2
 p/2(xhit   xmeas)2f(xhit) dxhitR p/2
 p/2 f(xhit) dxhit
(1.3.2)
=
R p/2
 p/2 x
2
hit dxhitR p/2
 p/2 1 dxhit
=
p2
12
(1.3.3)
and thus
 pos =
pp
12
(1.3.4)
This assumes the particle distribution f(xhit) to be homogeneously 1 over the entire
pixel and its center in the middle of the coordinate system. More details can be found
in [15].
Another advancing base material for solid state particle tracking sensors is CVD1 dia-
mond with metal contacts on both sides. Diamond is an insulator with a band gap
energy of 5.5 eV and therefore contains much less free charge carriers which results in a
smaller leakage current. However, only roughly 36 electron-hole pairs per micrometer
are created by an incident particle which is less than half of the charge carriers pro-
duced in silicon [17]. Thus, it requires a higher sensor bias and more sensitive readout.
The main advantage over silicon is the higher thermal conductivity and its inherent
radiation hardness. Due to the higher thermal conductivity no excessive cooling is
required. Because of the higher band gap energy displacement e↵ects induced by incid-
ent particles have a much lower impact on the diamond’s properties. Thus, diamond
sensors are used for applications in high radiation environments, e.g. very close to the
primary beam as in the ATLAS BCM2 and its successor DBM3 (see Section 2.5.2).
1Chemical Vapor Deposition
2Beam Conditions Monitor
3Diamond Beam Monitor
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1.3.3. Radiation Damages in Silicon Detectors
Particles traversing silicon, depositing energy in the above mentioned fashion, leave
the lattice una↵ected, whereas the so-called NIEL1 e↵ects damage the crystal and leave
impurities as shown in Figure 1.10. If an incident particle transfers an energy of at least
15 eV onto an atom it can be kicked out of its lattice position [18]. This so-called PKA2
leaves its original position (vacancy) and can cause ionization or further displacement
damages until it finally rests as an interstitial atom. Depending on the energy regions
point defects but also cluster damages are possible. To quantify the amount of radiation
a material is exposed to one normalizes the fluence in units of 1MeV neutrons,  eq,
and defines an energy and particle type dependent hardness factor  for scaling the
actual fluence  irr:
 eq =  ·  irr (1.3.5)
This approximation assumes that the main damage is caused by the PKA. While
the interactions of the incident particle and the PKA are well understood [18], the
macroscopic e↵ects are hard to predict. However, it was found that the paramount
observables are a change in the e↵ective doping concentration of the material, an in-
creased leakage current and a decrease in collected charge at the sensors’ electrodes.
The measured e↵ective impurity concentration depending on the fluence is shown in
Figure 1.11(b). As can be seen, the e↵ective doping concentration inverts for the com-
mon FZ3 based silicon sensors at a radiation fluence of around 3 · 1013 neqcm 2. The
di↵erent growth mechanisms for the depletion zones before and after type inversion of
an n-bulk sensor, as it is used in the ATLAS Pixel Detector, are qualitatively sketched
in Figure 1.11(a) and Figure 1.11(c) respectively. The e↵ective doping concentration
has an influence on the depletion voltage. Thereby, the leakage current scales linearly
with the radiation fluence the sensor was exposed to. Finally, charge carriers can be
trapped in the radiation induced impurities which yields in a reduced charge collection.
Hence, during prototyping runs all these aspects have to be investigated to make sure
the sensors can endure the conditions foreseen in the particular experiments.
The mechanism introduced above concerns bulk damages. However, there are also
surface e↵ects induced by ionization that a↵ect primarily the silicon dioxide (SiO2)
layers. Due to their higher mobility electrons move rapidly to the electrodes while the
holes remain and thus charge up the SiO2 layer close to the SiO2-Si boundary surface.
Surface e↵ects can be minimized by proper sensor design [18] and are thus mostly
negligible in recent detectors.
The various defects, however, are not necessarily stable. Thermally induced movements
can lead to recombination of impurities (beneficial annealing) but also to further en-
largement of defects (reverse annealing) due to the healing of other regions. For detector
1Non Ionising Energy Loss
2Primary Knock-on Atom
3FloatZone
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Figure 1.10.: Sketch of possible lattice damages induced by non-ionizing energy losses
of traversing particles. Original taken from [18], modified in [19].
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.11.: (b) E↵ective impurity concentration depending on the fluence [20] and a
sketch of the depletion zone growth principle (a) before and (c) after type inversion.
Originals taken from [21] and modified.
design it is thus important to quantify the temperature and exposure time in order to
improve its properties and life time. Monitoring of silicon sensor leakage currents as
well as changes in depletion voltage using the example of the 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel
Detector will be presented in Section 2.4.
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Just get my me overdose
I’ll try to stay awake
The silent way, the silent way.
- Rabia Sorda
Chapter 2
The ATLAS Pixel Detector
The ATLAS Pixel Detector [22] is the innermost detector of the ATLAS Experiment [8]
at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN. The detector provides hermetic coverage up to
|⌘| < 2.5 with three cylindrical layers and three layers (disks) of pixel detectors located
in forward and backward direction. It consists of approximately 80 million pixels that
are individually read out via FE-I31 [23] readout chips bump-bonded to 1744 n+-in-
n silicon sensors. Results from the successful operation of the Pixel Detector at the
LHC and its status after three years of operation have been presented in [24], including
monitoring, calibration procedures and detector performance.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1.: (a) Perspective view of the ATLAS Pixel Detector and a (b) Pixel
module [21].
The record breaking instantaneous luminosities of 7.7 · 1033 cm 2s 1 recently surpassed
at the Large Hadron Collider generate a rapidly increasing particle fluence in the
ATLAS Pixel Detector. In 2010 - 2012 (Run 1) 29 fb 1 of data have been collected. As
the radiation dose accumulates, first e↵ects of radiation damage are now observable in
1FrontEnd chip - Version 3
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the silicon sensors. A regular monitoring program has been conducted and reveals an
increase in the silicon leakage current, which is found to be correlated with the rising
radiation dose recorded by independent sensors within the inner detector volume. In
the longer-term crystal defect formation in the silicon bulk is expected to alter the
e↵ective doping concentration, producing type-inversion and ultimately an increase of
the voltage required to fully deplete the sensor. Here, some details and an update on
the current status will be given as a context for the coming chapters.
2.1. Detector Design
The ATLAS Pixel Detector is designed to ensure tracking based on three hits for each
particle traversing at a pseudo-rapidity1 up to |⌘| < 2.5 in order to find primary and
secondary vertices in the ATLAS Experiment. In total 1744 modules, overlapping in z
and r' to reduce the inactive area fraction, have been installed. They are arranged in
three layers in the barrel region (at nominal radii of 50.5, 88.5 and 122.5mm) and three
disks at the extremities. The detector was designed to withstand particle radiation up
to a fluence of 1015 1MeVneq cm 2 corresponding to a dose of 500kGy (50Mrad).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2.: (a) Schematic partial cross section of the ATLAS Pixel Sensor and (b)
schematic of the inter chip region [21].
The basic unit of the Pixel Detector is a module (see Figure 2.1(b)). It consists of one
sensor tile (⇠ 2⇥6.3 cm2), 16 readout chips, a Module Controller Chip and a flex hybrid
to access the output signals via the so called PP0 cables. The sensors were produced at
CiS2 and ON3 using 250µm thick n+-in-n planar technology with a regular pixel size
1spatial coordinate describing the angle of a particle relative to the beam axis. It is defined as
⌘ ⌘   ln [tan (✓/2)], where ✓ is the angle between the particle three-momentum p and the positive
direction of the beam axis
2Competence in Silicon, Forschungsinstitut fu¨r Mikrosensorik und Photovoltaik GmbH (Erfurt, Ger-
many)
3ON Semiconductor Czech Republic a.s., Roznov, Czech Republic
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of 50⇥ 400µm2. The 250µm thick lightly n-doped substrate contains highly n+-doped
pixel implantations on the front side and highly p+-doped implantations on the back
side, namely the HV pad and the guard rings. Since there are more than one readout
chip connected to one sensor tile, the gaps between the FE1s have been bridged with
long (50 ⇥ 600µm2) and ganged pixels (two sensor pixels connected to one read out
pixel) respectively, as shown in Figure 2.2(b).
Limited by the power supplies, up to 600V reverse bias voltage can be applied to the
sensors. The amount of voltage needed to fully deplete the sensor depends mainly on
the temperature and the irradiation level (see Section 2.4). The detection principle
is shown in Figure 2.2(a). While traversing the silicon substrate the particle creates
electron hole pairs that start drifting towards the electrodes (as described in Section
1.3.1). In this case the electrons are collected at the n+ pixel implants which are
directly connected to the readout pixels via bump bonds. To e↵ectively isolate the
individual pixel implants p-spray2 was deposited in-between. 16 guard rings have been
implemented all around the active area to successively reduce the voltage applied to
the p+ implantation on the back side of the sensor and thus prevent surface currents
from flowing over the conductive cutting edge to the pixel side.
Figure 2.3.: Photograph of one ATLAS Pixel bi-stave located in a test stand in the
CERN SR1 clean room.
The readout chips consist of 2880 individual pixels covering a sensor area of 7.2 ⇥
10.8mm2. In the digital part of the readout chips the individual pixel hit information
is transferred to the end of column logic, then bu↵ered on the end of chip logic and
can be read out after arrival of a trigger signal. A Module Controller Chip (MCC) on
top of each module combines the FE information and builds module events which will
then be read out. The di↵erent layers operate at 40 up to 160Mbit/s transmitting zero
suppressed hit data. The modules are placed on carbon bi-stave support structures
1FrontEnd Electronic
2A p-implantation with a doping profile which features a higher doping concentration in the center
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(13 on each stave) with integrated evaporative C3F8 cooling. A photograph of such
a bi-stave is shown in Figure 2.3. The operational set temperature in the detector is
 20 C (2 bar) which results in an average module temperature of  13 C.
2.2. Readout Chip Calibration
The read out chip (version FE-I3) hosts internal injection and calibration circuits to
ensure a consistent response for all pixels. To e↵ectively di↵erentiate between noise
and the actual signal a charge threshold can be set via a 7 bit DAC1 (TDAC2). The
discrimination digitalizes the analog sensor signal. In addition, the original amplitude
is represented by the length of the output signal (ToT3). This can be adjusted by
tuning the feedback current for each preamplifier using a 3 bit DAC (FDAC4). The
FE-I3 chip diagram is shown in the next chapter in Figure 3.4(a). Here, the principle is
just mentioned for the sake of completeness. A more detailed description of the circuits
can be found in [22] and [23].
The qualitative dependence of the output signals of the preamplifier and the discrim-
inator are presented in Figure 2.4(a). It appears that the length of the output signal
depends on both, the set threshold and the feedback current. Thus, an iterated calibra-
tion procedure needs to be implemented. The threshold and the inherent noise can be
derived from the discriminator activation curve as a function of the internally injected
charge. An example of such an activation curve is shown in 2.4(b).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.4.: (a) The preamplifier and discriminator output signals of an ATLAS Pixel
sensor cell for high and low charges and for di↵erent threshold and ToT settings, (b)
S-curve resulting from convolution of a step function and a Gaussian pixel noise
distribution.
1Digital to Analog Converter
2Threshold Digital to Analog Converter
3Time over Threshold
4Feedback-current Digital to Analog Converter
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In the ideal case it would correspond to a step function. However, the amplifier noise
and sensor coupling capacitance cause an distortion of the actual charge response. That
leads to a characteristic corresponding to a convolution of the ideal step function and
a gaussian distribution caused by that noise, the complementary error function, which
can be described with the so called s-curve fit Phit(Q) [25]:
Phit(Q) = ⇥(Q Qthr)⌦ e
✓
  Q22 noise
◆
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The 50% level then corresponds to the pixel’s threshold. The 30% and 70% points
are defined as reference points to derive the noise of the module.
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Figure 2.5.: (a) Operation threshold and (b) noise distributions of all ATLAS Pixel
modules [26].
The current threshold setting for the ATLAS Pixel Detector is 3500 e  with a typical
dispersion of 40 e . For regular pixels the noise level is well below 200 e , but twice as
high for ganged pixels (see Figure 2.5) as they have double the capacitance of normal
sized pixels. That results in a threshold over noise ratio of roughly 25 for regular sized
pixels and around 10 for the ganged pixels. Pixels with a noise occupancy higher than
10 6 are masked online to not confuse those random hits with actual particle hits. The
time over threshold (ToT) is measured in units of bunch crossing, i.e. in multiples of
25 ns in the case of the LHC. It is generally proportional to the injected or collected
charge, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 2.6(a) the majority of pixels show a linear
relation between injected charge and the ToT output signal. Since a MIP is expected
to create a signal of ⇠20 ke  in the sensor, the readout is tuned to provide a 30 bunch
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crossing long output signal at this reference charge. Because of the high ToT resolution
the specific ionization dE/dx (as was described in Equation 1.3.1 Section 1.3) of a track
can be measured by the ATLAS Pixel Detector with a typical resolution of 10%. It
is even su cient to distinguish a proton from a kaon in minimum bias events below
1GeV as shown in Figure 2.6(b).
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Figure 2.6.: (a) Time over threshold versus injected charge of all pixels and (b)
bidimensional distribution of dE/dx and momentum for tracks with 3 Good Clusters
in 2010 data. The distributions of the most probable value for the fitted probability
density functions of pions (⇡), kaons (K) and protons (p) of this track category are
superimposed [26].
2.3. Performance over the first three Years
The performance of a tracking detector highly depends on its hit to track association
e ciency. It is well above 98% for the di↵erent layers of the ATLAS Pixel Detector
(except for the outer disks) while the B-Layer e ciency is stated with 100% because
of the track selection, i.e. for this measurement only tracks traversing the B-Layer
were taken into account. The result is shown in Figure 2.7(a). In this computation
dead modules are excluded, but otherwise dead regions and ine ciencies contribute.
The rather low e ciency for the external discs is mainly due to ine cient regions in
some modules caused by either defect front end chips or disconnected solder bump
bonds as shown in Figure 2.7(b). In this hit map disconnected solder bump bonds are
represented by the large white area in the corners. The white horizontal space in the
middle is a feature of the display which represents the sensor pixels. The ganged sensor
pixels (compare Figure 2.2(b)) between the readout chips, however, are not connected
to single readout pixels, but share a readout pixel within the seven outermost FE rows.
Thus, the rows close to the horizontal white space show an increased number of entries
in Figure 2.7(b).
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Figure 2.7.: (a) Hit to track association of the three layer pixel detector and (b) the
hit map of a disk module (D3AS03M) showing some ine cient regions due to
disconnected bumps [26].
In the presence of an electric and a magnetic field the charge carriers created by a
passing particle within silicon drift along a direction at an angle with respect to the
electric field direction (see Figure 2.8(a)). They usually spread over several pixels,
leading to bigger cluster sizes, depending on the angle of the incident particle. This
spread is at minimum for an angle equal to the Lorentz angle. The measurement of the
cluster sizes depending on the incident angle has been performed both, once with the
ATLAS solenoid magnet being turned o↵ and once in operational magnetic field (see
Figure 2.8(b)). The Lorentz angle is found to be consistent with 0 for no presence of a
magnetic field. Using the data with magnetic field on the preliminary measurement of
the Lorentz angle is 205± 0.5mrad which is in the expectation of about 225mrad.
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Figure 2.8.: (a) Lorentz angle definition and (b) measurement of the Lorentz angle
with the ATLAS Pixel Detector [26].
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Furthermore, the ToT information of each pixel is used for weighted cluster position
determination, so called analog clustering, improving the spatial resolution mainly in
the range of two-hit clusters in the transverse coordinate as well as in the longitudinal
coordinate.
2.4. Monitoring of Radiation Damages
After collecting 29 fb 1 of LHC data radiation damages are not negligible anymore.
Non Ionizing Energy Losses (NIEL) are the cause for displacement defects in the
sensors’ silicon bulk as was described in Section 1.3.3. The first measurable e↵ect
is the increase of the leakage current through the bulk which is proportional to the
fluence. Furthermore, the number of collected charge carriers drops constantly and
eventually, after a fluence of 0.3 · 1014 1MeVneq cm 2 the e↵ective doping concentra-
tion changes, mainly caused by the displacement damages. This e↵ect eventually leads
to type inversion. The leakage currents, depletion voltages and depletion depths after
type inversion need to be constantly monitored and the applied voltages need to be
adjusted accordingly to ensure an optimal data taking.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9.: (a) ATLAS Pixel leakage current trend and (b) track based B-Layer
depletion voltage measurements [26].
The measured sensor leakage current for all three Pixel layers clearly follows the integ-
rated luminosity (see Figure 2.9(a)). The steps are consistent with annealing during
detector warm up periods. The absolute values for each layer scale with the distance
from the beam axis and thus the actual radiation levels. The prediction shown in
that plot is based on delivered luminosity, expected fluence from simulations and the
”Dortmund model”. Before irradiation, for instance before type inversion, the depletion
voltage can be determined using the crosstalk method at di↵erent sensor bias voltages.
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Internally a very high charge (up to 200 ke ) is injected into one pixel while the neigh-
boring pixels are read out. Since the charge is very high it will talk over to the neighbor
in case of an un-depleted sensor. By step wise applying di↵erent bias voltages one can
calculate the e↵ective depletion voltage. Performing these scans in regular intervals
allows additional monitoring of irradiation levels and annealing periods.
After type inversion this method is not applicable anymore. However, actual tracks
can be used to determine the depletion depth depending on the bias voltage. In Fig-
ure 2.9(b) results from the B-Layer are presented which clearly show that the depletion
depth increases with bias voltage. As was found from the crosstalk method it is already
type inverted since it is the innermost layer and thus su↵ers most from radiation dam-
ages. It is also shown that at the end of Run 1 an operational bias voltage of 150V is
still su cient to deplete the sensors of the B-Layer.
2.5. The ATLAS Phase 0 Upgrade
For Run 2 of the LHC, starting beginning of 2015, three upgrades of the ATLAS
Pixel Detector have been implemented. The original Pixel services have been renewed
by installing new Service Quarter Panels with passive e-boards to route the optical
transceivers to a more accessible position in case of needed repairs. In addition, a
new Diamond Beam Monitor for beam loss monitoring and bunch-by-bunch luminos-
ity measurements was installed using diamond sensors matching the FE-I41 footprint.
Finally, the major upgrade is the Insertable B-Layer, a fourth Pixel Detector layer to
increase granularity and tracking reliability. The first two will be described for the
context in the following two sections. The Insertable B-Layer, which was one of the
main focuses of this thesis, will be described separately in Chapter 3.
2.5.1. ATLAS Pixel Refurbishment
Inside the Pixel services special electrical-optical converters, so-called opto-boards, were
used for both, translation of electrical signals from the detector into optical signals
which then were sent over fibres to the service cavern and vice versa. Similar boards
are used in o↵-detector components. There, however, the internal lasers showed a
significant mortality rate and needed frequent replacement during Run 1. Thus, it
was decided to reroute the on-detector opto-boards to a more accessible location and
replace all on-detector services with new ones, so-called nSQPs. Those new services,
just like the old ones, carry LV2 and HV power as well as cooling and (environmental)
monitoring lines. In contrary to the original SQP3s, however, there are passive e-
boards now routing the electrical signals. The new services will also allow a later
1FrontEnd chip - Version 4
2Low Voltage, here: readout chip bias
3Service Quarter Panel
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Figure 2.10.: Photograph of one out of eight ATLAS Pixel nSQP located in a test
stand in the CERN Baˆt. 180 clean room.
Layer-1 readout speed upgrade to 160Mbit/s by providing two outlinks per module.
Readout chain di↵erences between the ATLAS Pixel SQPs from Run 1 and the nSQPs
are shown in Figure 2.11. The components basically remained the same but were routed
di↵erently. The major novelty is the opto-box that is located outside the Pixel package
at the end plate of the ATLAS Inner Detector hosting the new opto-boards. At the
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Figure 2.11.: (a) Pixel Services and (b) new Service Quarter Panel modularity [27].
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end of Run 1 the working fraction of the ATLAS Pixel Detector was 95%, i.e. 88 (out of
1744) modules plus 60 individual front ends were excluded from data taking [28]. 75%
of the modules were disabled due to damaged or disconnected services. Some of the
remaining 25% had open HV wires that could be reworked once all services had been
removed. Before re-insertion into the ATLAS Detector only 8% of the failing modules
could not be recovered. Eventually, after re-insertion and testing in the detector 33
modules will be disabled at the start of Run 2 [29].
2.5.2. The Diamond Beam Monitor
Due to the foreseen raise of luminosity of the LHC significantly increased numbers of
collisions per bunch crossing are expected. The Beam Conditions Monitor (BCM) [30]
from Run 1 will eventually saturate within the next runs. Thus, the new Diamond Beam
Monitor (DBM) [31] has been built and installed in the forward regions (⇠90 cm from
the interaction point) into the ATLAS Pixel package in 2014. In contrast to the BCM it
consists of pixelated pCVD1 diamond sensors (21mm ⇥ 18mm with 500µm thickness)
which are being read out by the new Pixel front end generation FE-I4 (see Section 3.2)
that is also used for the IBL2. It therefore uses the same readout components as the
IBL but integrated into the Pixel services.
Diamond is an insulator with a band gap energy of 5.5 eV. Hence, the leakage current
stays very low (order of 10 nA) even when applying a bias voltage of 1000V to reach
the desired electric field of 2V/µm. In addition, the low number of free charge carriers
leads to less noise to distort the rather low signal. Furthermore, diamond has a much
higher thermal conductivity than silicon: 2000W/m·K (compared to 150 W/m·K),
i.e. less cooling coupling is needed which is advantageous considering the position of
the DBM (see Figure 2.12) close to the sensitive part of the 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel
Detector and with no dedicated cooling loops connected to the chips. Only the main
mechanical structure is cooled using C3F8 cooling loops that were formerly used to cool
the opto-boards inside the SQPs.
Mechanically it is organized in so-called telescopes where each telescope holds three
sensors and one hitbus chip for advanced triggering. In total there are eight telescopes,
four on each side of the Pixel Detector at an angle of 10   with respect to the beam axis.
This tilt was chosen as a compromise between orientation towards the interaction point
and an angular displacement with respect to the magnetic field lines in the ATLAS
Inner Detector which has a positive e↵ect on the erratic dark currents suppression [32].
However, because of production di culties there had not been enough diamond sensors
available at the time of integration into the Pixel package. Hence, two of the telescopes
host three planar n+-in-n silicon sensors instead.
1polycrystalline Chemical Vapor Deposition
2Insertable B-Layer
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Figure 2.12.: Photograph of the ATLAS Pixel package located in a test stand in the
CERN SR1 clean room. One can see 4 BCM detectors on the left and 4 DBM
telescopes closer to the Pixel detector around the IST. Two nSQPs are already
loaded. One at the top and one at the bottom of the support structure.
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Hey now, hey now now,
sing this corrosion to me
(Like a healing hand)
- Sisters of Mercy
Chapter 3
The ATLAS Insertable B-Layer
An additional layer of pixel detectors, known as the Insertable B-Layer (IBL) [33], was
installed in mid 2014 into the existing 3-layer ATLAS Pixel Detector [22] in order to
improve tracking robustness, the tracks’ impact parameter reconstruction, vertexing
and b tagging performance for Run 2 and 3 of the LHC. This new layer of silicon pixel
detectors was mounted around a new, smaller radius Beryllium beam-pipe at a nominal
distance of 33.25 mm from the beam. It is more robust to the conditions expected for
the upcoming runs, namely increased luminosity, radiation damage and pileup and thus
will help compensate possible failures that may emerge over time in the existing pixel
layers.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1.: (a) Partial technical drawing of the ATLAS IBL [33] and (b) a 3D sketch
of one stave.
Two new sensor designs were implemented to minimize inactive area: planar n+-in-n
sensors with slim edges and double sided 3D designs with a slim fence. Details on the
specific IBL sensor designs can be found in Section 3.1 and in [34]. An IBL module
consists of either one planar sensor hosting two FE-I4 [35] chips or one 3D sensor
bump bonded to one FE-I4 chip. With the FE-I4 generation the individual pixel size
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was reduced from 50 ⇥ 400µm2 to 50 ⇥ 250µm2 which reduces the cross section and
simultaneously increases the granularity of the detector. Each pixel holds internal
calibration circuits as well as adjustable charge sensitive amplifiers and discriminators.
More details on the FE-I4 readout chip will be given in Section 3.2.
The modules are glued to 64 cm long Parylene coated carbon foam support structures
(staves), covering up to a pseudo-rapidity1 |⌘|  2.9. Twelve planar modules (24 FE-I4
chips long) cover the central part of a stave, and four 3D modules (four FE-I4 chips
long) cover the regions of the both ends of a stave. In total 32 FE-I4 units are placed
on a stave.
The IBL Detector consists of 14 staves made of low density carbon foams mounted at
a tilt angle of 14  (Figure 3.1(a)). The light design structure of the IBL leads to a
radiation length of 1.9 %. Inside the carbon foam support structure a titanium pipe
carries CO2 for cooling. In total 20 staves were built over the past two years and
eventually tested in a designated setup at CERN. The main results obtained in this
QA2 bench will be presented in Section 3.4.
3.1. The IBL Sensors
The sensors are required to have in inactive edge of at most 450µm as there can
be no overlap of material in z (along the beam direction) due to space constraints.
Considering the expected lifetime and the service capabilities of the ATLAS IBL, the
sensors must show su cient charge collection up to a fluence of 5 · 1015 neq cm 2 at a
total ionizing dose of 250MRad, be operational at a temperature of -25  C, dissipate
at maximum 200mWcm 2 power at a temperature of -15  C and, furthermore, the
required high voltage must not exceed 1000V.
In the beginning four technologies were considered: Planar n+-in-n silicon, planar n+-
in-p silicon, 3D silicon and diamond sensors. Because of availability and high costs,
diamond sensors were not chosen for the IBL. However, they were integrated into the
DBM as described in Section 2.5.2. Instead, 75% of the IBL sensors are planar n+-in-n
and 25% are 3D silicon sensors, respectively. These sensors will be discussed in the
following pages.
3.1.1. Planar Sensors
The planar n+-in-n technology was already implemented in the 3-layer ATLAS Pixel
Detector in Run 1 and had proven to be reliable during its operation so far (see Figure
3.2 (top)). Hence, it was favored to construct a new sensor as close as possible to the
1⌘ ⌘   ln [tan (✓/2)], where ✓ is the angle between the particle three-momentum p and the positive
direction of the beam axis
2Quality Assurance
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previous one but matching the FE-I4 footprint. So, 4”n-doped float zone silicon wafers
with <111> crystal orientation and a bulk resistivity of 2-5 k⌦cm were produced at
CiS in five di↵erent thicknesses from 250µm to 150µm, while the yield was stable down
to 175µm. For hybridization, however, an UBM1 needs to be applied in a dedicated
process step which can cope with wafers down to 200µm thickness. For thinner wafers
an additional handling wafer would have been necessary. Thus, it was decided to
Figure 3.2.: Top view of the sensor edge region of the ATLAS Pixel (top), the
conservative (middle) and the slim edge (bottom) IBL design. The n+ implantation is
seen in blue, the p+ implantation in red. By reducing the number of guard rings,
narrowing of the safety margin and by extending the edge pixels beyond the high
voltage pad, the inactive edge could be reduced from 1100µm for the ATLAS Pixel
design to ca. 200µm for the slim edge IBL design [36].
use 200µm thick wafers for the ATLAS IBL in order to reduce production costs [34].
The bias grid network, which allows to supply the high voltage via the punch-through
e↵ect, was kept in the new design to ease the step of sensor characterization and to
avoid a floating potential on pixels having an open bump connection to the readout
chip, despite the fact that the charge collection e ciency decreases significantly in the
bias-dot region with irradiation. The bias-dot is each pixel’s connection to the bias grid
located at the other end of the pixel with respect to the readout bump. The bias grid
1Under Bump Metallization
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is connected to an approximately 90µm wide bias grid ring which surrounds the pixel
matrix. Outside the bias ring, a homogeneous n+-implantation (the so-called outer
guard ring) extends to the dicing streets and ensures that the sensor surface outside
the pixel matrix and the cutting edges share the same potential. Each pixel, the bias
grid and the outer guard ring are connected to the FE-I4 readout chip via bump-bonds.
There are two bumps each for the bias grid and the outer guard ring. In the 3-layer
ATLAS Pixel Detector design with a module overlap in z, the 16 guard rings reach a
width of 600µm and an additional safety margin towards the dicing street of 500µm
could easily be left.
To meet the IBL requirements of a minimized inactive area on the sensor edges in z,
however, the number of guard rings was reduced in the so-called conservative design
(see Figure 3.2 (middle)). This design exactly meets the requirement of a maximum
inactive edge width of 450µm. The influence of the number of guard rings on the
break down behavior had been evaluated in [37]. In addition, a second design was
implemented in which the overlap between the active pixel region and the guard ring
region on the backside of the sensor was increased, the so-called slim edge design (see
Figure 3.2 (bottom)). In testbeam measurements it was found that the charge collection
e ciency reduces with increasing distance from the edge of the bias voltage pad due
to the inhomogeneously formed depletion zone in the sensor. However, it was shown in
[38] that the collected charge is su cient for reliable particle detection up to a distance
of about 200µm from the bias voltage pad. The production yield during the prototype
runs was stable for both designs. Thus, the planar slim edge design with 13 guard rings
and 500µm long edge pixels (i.e. 250µm overlap in the guard ring region) was chosen
for the ATLAS IBL Detector. More details on the planar n+-in-n sensor designs can
be found in [36] and [39]. Finally, 18.8⇥41.3mm2 big double chip sensors with 450µm
long pixel bridging the gap between the two readout chips, which are bump bonded to
the sensor, were produced.
3.1.2. 3D Sensors
A new approach of manufacturing sensors, instead of processing the surface of a silicon
wafer, is to use the rather recently developed industrial process called DRIE1 to penet-
rate the bulk. In a high temperature thermal di↵usion process n+ and p+ electrodes can
be established inside the formed pillars. Thus, the electrons and holes drift horizontally
between the columns which significantly reduces the collection distance and hence the
required bias voltage. Just like in the planar scenario it was favored to avoid using
handling wafers. The so-called double sided 3D design with a slim fence was chosen
for the ATLAS IBL as first sensor application in high energy physics experiments and
candidates for future detectors. In this case the n+ columns were etched from the front
and the p+ columns from the back side. Contrary to the planar sensors, 4” p-type float
zone wafers with a thickness of 230µm were used.
1Deep Reactive Ion Etching
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The sensors were produced by two di↵erent manufacturers: CNM1 and FBK2. There
are slight di↵erences in the designs as shown in Figure 3.3. The most prominent di↵er-
ence is the depth of the columns. While for FBK sensors the columns fully penetrate
the substrate (Figure 3.3(a)) the columns stop shortly before reaching the opposite sur-
face in the CNM design (Figure 3.3(b)). Furthermore, two di↵erent ways for isolating
the columns from each other were implemented. FBK sensors have p-spray implanta-
tions on both ends of the column, whereas CNM sensors have p-stop implantations in
the front side. The third di↵erence is the implementation of the slim fence to gradually
reduce the potential towards the conductive cutting edge. In the CNM case, a slim
edge guard ring structure which combines a grounded n+ 3D ring and biased fences are
used. For FBK sensors, however, several rows of ohmic columns shielding the cutting
edge from the active area were implemented [34].
(a) (b)
Figure 3.3.: (a) FBK and (b) CNM sensor design sketches. [34]
3.2. The IBL Readout Chip
To cope with the much more challenging requirements for the detector performance in
the IBL case compared to the 3-layer ATLAS Pixel Detector, a completely new readout
chip had to be designed. The main drivers for the new development were the very
limited space available inside the 3-layer ATLAS Pixel Detector (for mechanics as well
as for services), material budget, increased radiation environment, more pile-up events
expected from the LHC in Run 2 and investigation of low cost approaches with regards
to future upgrades. The very limited space and low material budget requirements lead
to rather strict constraints for cooling capacity and power dissipation. To reduce the
1Centro Nacional de Microelectronica (Barcelona, Spain)
2Fondazione Bruno Kessler (Trento, Italy)
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cable budget and to limit the power losses, the current flowing through the supply
lines had to be minimized. Thus, a maximum analog and digital current of 10µA
per pixel was targeted. To reduce transient currents in case of load fluctuations, e.g.
during configuration of the chips or in case of accidental configuration loss, the on-chip
LDO1s are operated in a partial shunt mode. That means, as long as the chips’ current
consumption is above a minimum adjustable input current they are operated as usual
LDOs. However, if the consumption is below that threshold, an additional current is
shunted by the powering blocks. The reference voltages needed for the operation of the
two LDOs are generated on-chip. The digital activity was reduced with respect to the
FE-I3 generation by changing from a column drain architecture to four-pixel regions,
i.e. four analog pixels sharing one digital block (see Figure 3.4). In the FE-I3 case
a hit pixel is busy until the double column bus is free to send the hit information to
the end of column logic. With increased hit occupancy this bus starts to saturate and
consequently the number of rejected hits would reach an unacceptable level [35].
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Figure 3.4.: (a) FE-I3 [22] and (b) FE-I4 chip diagram [34]. Not to scale.
1Low Drop-Out regulators
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In the FE-I4 case a shared SEU1 hard FIFO2 memory and an additional logic block
were built into the four-pixel regions which can store up to five events with a dedic-
ated counter keeping track of the time elapsed since the hit occurred. Broadcasted
from the End of Chip Logic an external trigger (Level 1) selects the events matching
the programmed latency from the corresponding blocks. The Hamming encoded data
output from the pixel array is then decoded in the End of Chip Logic, re-organized for
bandwidth reduction and to fit an 8-bit-word-based scheme for the following encoding
step. The data is subsequently stored in an asynchronous FIFO before being processed
by the Data Output Block. The Data Output Block collects the pixel data stored in
the End of Chip logic FIFO and provides 8b/10b encoding before streaming out the
encoded data at 160Mb/s. The additional decoding steps were implemented to im-
prove the data stability. Since the data is only transferred to the periphery in case of
a trigger, the digital activity along with the power dissipation are immensely reduced
while the chip can cope with much higher hit occupancies compared to the previous
chip generation. Another improvement in that respect is the individual pixel size. It
has been reduced from 50 ⇥ 400µm2 to 50 ⇥ 250µm2 which reduces the cross section
and simultaneously increases the granularity of the detector. The pixels are organized
in a 80 columns by 336 rows matrix. The chip’s physical size is 20.2⇥18.8mm2 with an
active area of 20.2⇥16.8mm2 and a periphery of 20.2⇥2.0mm2, resulting in an active
to inactive area fraction of about 90%. The chip’s size corresponds roughly to the
biggest reticle size available in current production lines which was chosen to maximize
the active area fraction while reducing flip chipping costs which scale with the number
of flip chips rather than the size of bonded area. By thinning down the chips to a
thickness of 150µm the radiation length can be further reduced. The smaller feature
size3 leads to more radiation hardness due to thinner gate oxide transistors plus more
digital complexity in less area.
The analog part of each pixel cell consists of an AC4 coupled two-stage architecture,
optimized for low noise, low power and fast rise time. A schematic of the cell is shown
in Figure 3.2. The first charge sensitive amplifier amplifies and shapes the signal. Its
feedback current can be trimmed individually by a local DAC, whereas the second
stage is steered by global DACs. It provides an additional amplification factor which is
defined by the ratio of the coupling capacitor Cc to the feedback capacitor Cf2 of the
second amplifier. The second stage output is coupled to an adjustable discriminator
which defines the threshold. The calibration of the analog pixel electronics is performed
by a local charge injection circuitry. In the production version of the chip, FE-I4B, a
circuitry allowing to measure the sum of both test charge injection capacitances was
implemented to simplify the charge calibration. These capacitances were determined
on wafer level in the production sites. To ensure a homogeneous response of all pixels
to the sensor’s analog signal various DAC settings need to be adjusted. This was done
several times throughout the production of detector modules and staves to monitor the
1Single Event Upsets
2First In First Out
3130 nm CMOS process compared to 250 nm CMOS process in the 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector
4Alternating Current
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overall chips’ state as the absolute values do depend on environmental conditions such
as e.g. temperature and humidity.
Figure 3.5.: Schematic of the the analog cell in the FE-I4 chip [34].
3.3. From Modules to Staves
To combine the sensors and the readout chips, a special bump bonding process was
developed at IZM1. In this so-called flip-chip process SnAg solder bump bonds connect
the individual pixels. A reflow step operates at a temperature of 260  C. To avoid
bending of the 150µm thin chips an additional glass carrier was glued to the backside
of the chips for mechnical support. Using a polyimide glue it can be released by laser
exposure which decomposes the glue. The number of bump bonded modules throughout
the IBL production is represented by the blue trend line in Figure 3.6.
The next step was the assembly of a module. An IBL module consists of either one
planar n+-in-n sensor hosting two readout chips (double chip module) or one 3D sensor
bump bonded to one readout chip (single chip module). The electrical signals to and
from the chips are transported via wire bonds through a flexible PCB2 (module flex)
which is glued on top of the assembly using a tape strip (PPI RD-577F) under the wire
bond pads and dots of epoxy glue (UHU EF 300) at several locations. The module flex
is a 130µm thick two copper layer PCB with passive SMD3 components mounted, e.g.
1Fraunhofer-Institut fu¨r Zuverla¨ssigkeit und Mikrointegration (Berlin, Germany)
2Printed Circuit Board
3Surface Mounted Device
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Figure 3.6.: ATLAS IBL module production trends: for (a) Planar Double Chip
modules, IBL production only (up to batch 12) and (b) 3D Single Chip modules, IBL
production only (up to batch 13) [29].
HV filter capacitances or LVDS1 termination resistors. The number of fully assembled
modules throughout the IBL production is represented by the red trend line in Figure
3.6. To be accepted for loading, a module had to pass several sets of quality control
measures. The assembly of the modules and the quality control measurements were
performed at two institutes, namely University of Bonn and INFN Genova. The first
basic communication tests were run to reveal and reject non operational modules and
those showing severe failures in the bump bonding process. Sorting out defect modules
at this stage eventually saved time for upcoming more detailed characterization. All
modules passing these short tests were thermally cycled ten times from -40  C to 40  C
with a rest at each extremity for one hour to apply thermally induced mechanical
stress on the modules. Eventually more qualification tests were performed incl. tests
and measurements similar to the ones that will be described in more detail in Section
3.4. Module rating and determination of the loading position on each stave were based
on these results.
Modules arriving at the stave loading site were dressed as seen in Figure 3.7. Here, a
planar module is shown. The assemblies were mounted on an aluminum carrier, along
with the full size module flex for mechanical support and a connector for handling
and testing. The temporary connector was removed and the remaining module was
glued onto a bare stave with high precision alignment. Then the wings, guiding the
electrical connections from the stave flex underneath the stave to its face plate, were
glued onto the module flexes. For monitoring the wire bonding process, four additional
wire bonds every two readout chips were set and pulled afterwards. The average pull
strength of the entire production was 6.5 ± 0.6 g while 5 g was the required minimum
pull strength. The module alignment was verified in metrology measurements where
1Low Voltage Di↵erential Signal
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Figure 3.7.: Photo series of the stave loading process.
fiducial marks on the sensors served as reference points. The module positions were
verified along and across the stave to avoid mechanical contact between two modules.
It was observed that no module deviated more than 150 µm from its nominal position.
Thus, all staves fulfilled the mechanical IBL qualification. The subsequent module tests
comprised verification of the electrical and logical functionality of the chips and their
calibration of deposited charge threshold and time over threshold. If those steps were
successfully passed, the staves were shipped to CERN where they were integrated into
a dedicated test bench for full qualification. In case of failure, a module not satisfying
the requirements was replaced on site, which occurred for about 10% of the production.
3.4. Production Accompanying Measurements
During the production of the IBL all components were tested several times, individu-
ally and eventually as combined objects. In this section the extensive measurements
performed on already fully assembled staves will be discussed. First, the SR1 Stave QA
bench including its DCS1 and DAQ2 components will be described. In the following
section the calibration steps including some example plots will be presented. Finally,
the rating results and overall performance plots will be shown. It should be noted that
two production staves were accidentally exposed to an increased level of humidity. The
1Detector Control System
2Data Acquisition
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resulting chemical reaction lead to rejection of these staves, namely Stave7 and Stave8,
for the IBL production. Therefore, only results from the remaining 18 production
staves will be discussed in the next sections.
3.4.1. The IBL Stave Testing Setup in SR1
The CERN SR1 ATLAS IBL Stave QA bench consists of two main areas. There is
a rack area outside the clean room that holds the main power supplies, the readout
system and the interlock crates. Most of the services were adapted from the already
existing ATLAS Pixel Detector test setup and pulled to the test stand in the clean
room. There is a ca. 2 x 1 x 1m3 environmentally controlled aluminum box, insulated
with a flexible foam layer, with feed troughs on each short side for cables as well as
cooling pipes. Inside that box two staves can be placed into dedicated Delrin supports.
The box can be closed with interlocked doors on both long sides and flushed with dry
air. In a second upgrade of the box, a nitrogen line was added that flushes the smaller
stave volume directly. There is a humidity and temperature interlock switching o↵
the cooling unit in case the dew point is too close to the current stave temperature.
In the described setup a transportable CO2 unit (TRACI1), which was developed at
Figure 3.8.: Photo of the environmentally controlled box in the ATLAS IBL stave
test bench at CERN [40].
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CERN, was used for cooling the staves. The rack close to the environmental box hosts
the second stage regulated LV power supplies, readout adapter cards and also a NIM1
crate for scintillator triggering in case of cosmic tests. Since the cosmics rate is rather
low, however, it was decided to mainly use radioactive sources for sensor qualification
and disconnected bump studies. For this purpose, two 90Sr and two 241Am sources
were available which could be mounted onto a support structure connected to a linear
motor. This motor could be steered from the DAQ panel and thus allowed running
automated source scans. A photograph of the setup inside the clean room facility in
SR1 can be seen in Figure 3.8.
The staves were connected to powering and readout via EoS2 PCBs which were designed
and produced specifically for testing purposes. The services and supplies connecting to
these PCBs were chosen as close as possible to the actual detector components, meaning
that the cables have the actual lengths and depending on the availability actual supplies
and monitoring devices or prototypes were used. For LV powering former ATLAS Pixel
PP23 regulator boards were integrated into the setup. For each channel two regulators
were combined at the EoS PCB to be able to supply a higher current consumed by one
DCS group compared to the ATLAS Pixel module. There are sense lines connecting
the PP2 to the EoS PCB for each DCS group which consists of four FE-I4 read out
chips. The naming convention (A and C side, counting modules from the interaction
point to each end of a stave) is in accordance with the ATLAS naming scheme. It is
shown in Figure 3.9.
Figure 3.9.: Sketch of the stave layout indicating the naming scheme used in the
ATLAS IBL [40].
The PP2 regulator station was supplied by WIENER4 power supplies located in the
rack area in SR1, outside the clean room. For sensor HV a new generation of ISEG5
supplies were installed: one max. 1000V version for the planar sensor bias and a
max. 500V version with a slightly better current resolution for the 3D sensor bias.
The DCS was accessible to the operator via a dedicated software panel running on the
1Transportable Refrigeration Apparatus for CO2 Investigation
1Nuclear Instrumentation Module
2End of Stave
3Patch Panel 2
4Worldwide-Industrial Electronics-Nuclear Electronics-Resources, W-IE-NE-R, Plein & Baus
GmbH (Burscheid, Germany)
5iseg Spezialelektronik GmbH, Germany
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DCS PC. Voltages could be switched on, changed and limits for the software interlock
could be set. Current compliances lead to reduction of supply voltages and warnings
were screened. In case of overheat or too much humidity inside the testing box all
voltages could be switched o↵ immediately by the IMC1. For improved failure safety
the IMC was realized purely hardware based, including a flash FPGA2 with an internal
EEPROM3. For more details see [41].
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Figure 3.10.: Schematic view of the ATLAS IBL stave test bench at CERN. Original
taken from [40] and modified.
Readout wise the modularity is slightly di↵erent. To minimize the services inside the
active area of the detector two chips share one command line and thus form one readout
group. The data is sent out on individual lines. In the case of the Stave QA bench
described in this section, a completely new readout system was used because the IBL
readout system was not available by the time the QA measurements were performed. It
1Interlock Matrix Crate
2Field Programmable Gate Array
3Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory
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is a highly modular system developed at SLAC1, based on the ATCA2 crate standard.
A crate with five slots hosts two CIM3 and three RCE4 boards while one RCE board
holds two RCEs, which generate commands, receive and chart the data. One RCE
can handle up to eight FE-I4s. That means four RCE boards are needed for the
IBL Stave QA bench. A CIM is the control unit and communication interface, a 96
channel 10 Gb/s ethernet switch, establishing connections between the DAQ PC and
the according RCEs. Customized routing and logic can be implemented in the HSIO5s
that directly connect to the EoS PCBs. They also translate the electrical signals from
the modules into optical signals, which are further transmitted to the RCEs and vice
versa. In addition, in the case of the Stave QA bench, the HSIOs provide bu↵ering,
multiplexing of commands and 8b/10b decoding of the FE-I4 data as well as generation
of the clock and cyclic or external triggers. As can be seen in Figure 3.10 the HSIOs
were not hosted in the ATCA crates but in the rack right next to the setup. The
calibration and data taking was executed by the operator via a dedicated DAQ panel
which collected configuration files, ran scans and displayd the results of each scan. The
module configurations were lists in plain text format, holding the FEs register names
and individual setting. The results were saved in the ROOT6 file format.
3.4.2. Quality Control Measurements
Four days were needed for each stave to be tested, including the time for installation,
removal and optical inspections. The test flow comprised verification of the electrical
and logical functionality of chips and sensors, calibration of all chips to the same
(standard) settings, running of source scans for charge calibration, sensor functionality
and disconnected bump bond studies and concluded in the determination of the total
number of inoperable pixels based on the information from all previous scans. First,
high resolution overview pictures were taken followed by detailed inspection of all wire-
bonds and critical electrical components. The inspector’s comments and pictures were
stored in a dedicated QA database. If nothing suspicious was found during the optical
inspection, the stave was integrated into the environmental box (Figure 3.8).
In the following pages typical results will be shown using the example of Stave12.
Overall results summing up the performance of all production staves will be presented
in Section 3.4.3.
At first, the basic electrical functionalities were verified. Since the PP2 regulates based
on a sense measurement at the EoS PCB these lines had to be tested properly before
power-up. In case of a broken line the maximum regulator output voltage would be
1SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory, originally Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
2Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture
3Cluster Interconnect Module
4Reconfigurable Cluster Element
5High-Speed Input-Output
6C++ based data analysis framework developed at CERN
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Figure 3.11.: (a) LV cycles and (b) sensor IV characteristics for all DCS groups of
ST12 [29], [40].
applied to the module. Thus, the regulator input voltage needs to be reduced in the first
step to avoid destruction of the readout chips. If all sense lines are connected properly,
power-up studies at the actual operation settings follow, meaning 7V WIENER and
2.1V PP2 output. These studies included ten power cycles of the readout chips as well
as reading the current consumption at full bias. In the un-configured state the FE-I4
power consumption can fluctuate slightly which can also be seen in Figure 3.11(a).
However, a good module is expected to consume between 1A and 2A at operational
voltage. A histogram showing all readout chips’ currents, in the unconfigured and the
configured case, can be found in Section 3.4.3. The last step of the basic electrical
functionality checks was measuring the sensors’ IV characteristics. The overall shape
and absolute current consumptions give hints on mechanical incidents throughout the
production, e.g. during handling, assembly or transportation. Hence, the IV results
were always compared after each major step. The characteristic of Stave12 obtained in
the SR1 Stave QA bench can be found in Figure 3.11(b). The main acception criterium
was a stable current, not exceeding several µA, at the operational voltage, namely 80V
for planar modules and 20V for 3D modules.
As a next step, basic scans were run from the DAQ panel to check the logical parts of
the readout chips. To compensate production uncertainties and to adjust the electrical
behavior according to the changing sensor signals over the lifetime of the detector,
calibration circuits, very similar to the ones used in the FE-I3, were implemented.
The registers and DACs mentioned in Section 3.2 were accessible using text based
configuration files and were transferred to the chip at the start of each scan. To ensure
a stable and reliable performance of the chips some preparative settings had to be
entered or determined, respectively. The basic scans include register read back tests,
digital and analog tests as well as first threshold and time over threshold scans. The
digital test injects pulses in each pixel to an OR element right after the discriminator
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(see Figure 3.2). Analog test hits are generated by a calibration voltage that charges
the injection capacitors. The injected charge directly translates from that internal
calibration voltage and the capacitances to:
Q = Cinj · Vcal with (3.4.1)
Vcal = ↵ +   · PulserDAC (3.4.2)
where ↵ is the o↵set and   the slope of the linear transfer function. The capacitance
values of the two injection capacitors (one big, one small capacitor) as well as the
slope of the injection voltage according to the VCAL1 DAC (PulserDAC) value were
measured for each chip on wafer level in the module production sites (University of
Bonn and INFN2 Genova). To determine the VCAL o↵set a special scan was run
for each chip, measuring the discriminator activation curve once using only the small
capacitor and once using both. From the di↵erences in the results the o↵set was
calculated and updated in the configuration file. Once these preparative steps had
Threshold [e ] ToT [25 ns] Temperature
3-Layer Pixel 3 500 30 @ 20’000 e  -13  C
IBL (initial tests) 3 000 10 @ 16’000 e  +20  C
IBL (operation) 1 500 10 @ 16’000 e  -15  C
Table 3.1.: Comparison of 3-Layer Pixel and IBL calibration target settings.
been taken, threshold as well as time over threshold settings were adjusted and noisy
pixels were masked in an automated fashion. Contrary to the former 3-layer Pixel
detector, which uses a 7 bit DAC, a 5 bit DAC (TDAC) steers each pixel’s threshold
behavior in the FE-I4. The feedback current of the first preamplifier stage, however, is
regulated by a 4 bit DAC (FDAC), just like in the FE-I3 case. The calibration principle
stayed basically the same as for the 3-Layer Pixel Detector. In an iterative manner
threshold and ToT settings were adjusted alternately for optimization. First, global
settings were applied, then pixel wise settings followed. Based on known injected
charges the pixel responses were evaluated by the readout system and the optimal
settings were automatically saved in the configuration files. Afterwards, cyclic triggers
were generated to identify noisy pixels, which were masked in case of a noise occupancy
higher than 10 6 hits per pixel and bunch crossing. All these basic tests were performed
at a module temperature of about 20  C. All modules were re-calibrated to a threshold
target value of 3 000 e . The time over threshold range covers up to 14 bunch crossings
and a MIP creates a most probable signal of roughly 16 000 e  in a 200µm thick silicon
sensor. Hence, the ToT calibration point is set to 10 bunch crossings for that reference
charge in order to better resolve low charge signals. The target calibration values for
1CALibrated Voltage input line
2Instituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare
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Figure 3.12.: (a) 2D hit map of one chip on a planar module and (b) bad pixel
analysis output for Stave12 [29], [40].
the ATLAS IBL in operation are 1 500 e  threshold with identical ToT settings. A
comparison to the 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector values is depicted in Table 3.1. The
calibration results were verified by running scans injecting various kinds of pulses and
charges.
Eventually source scans (in some cases even cosmic runs) were performed to verify the
functionality of the sensors, the calibration quality of the readout chips and to check
the interconnections of both. A radioactive 90Sr source illuminated each chip for 400 s
to verify the sensor functionality and to identify disconnected bumps. The apparently
low e ciency regions seen in the 2D hit map in Figure 3.12(a) correspond to the passive
components mounted on the module flex (Figure 3.7). The increased number of hits in
the outer columns corresponds to longer pixels (see slim edge design in Section 3.1.1).
A 2D hit map of Stave12 is shown in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13.: Occupancy map from 90Sr source scans on the entire Stave12.
Based on the digital and analog test results combined with the threshold and ToT
calibration capabilities, crosstalk, noise and source scan performance, the number of
bad pixels was evaluated for each module. In Table 3.2 the di↵erent failure modes
are stated along with the corresponding scan types for identification and the criteria
applied. The classification is exclusive, meaning that a pixel was defined as bad, as soon
as one of the criteria applied, and it was deactivated for all following measurements.
The failures are sorted by the execution of scans. Most of the failure modes are readout
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chip specific, mostly resulting in a hit deficit or excess. Disconnected bumps were
identified using source scans. Merged bumps and sensor failures are more challenging
to identify. Here, the crosstalk scan was used in addition. This scan injects a rather
high charge (⇠ 25 000 e ) into one pixel and triggers the readout of the neighboring
pixels. In case of a fully depleted sensor and well isolated bump bonds no crosstalk is
expected. In case of a merged bump it is likely to see many hits in a neighboring pixel
combined with hit deficits or excesses in those pixels. An overview of all bad pixels in
the case of Stave12 is shown in Figure 3.12(b).
Failure Name Scan Type Criteria
Digital Dead Digital Scan Occupancy < 1% of injections
Digital Bad Digital Scan Occupancy < 98% or > 102% of injections
Merged Bump Analog Scan Occupancy < 98% or > 102% of injections
Crosstalk Scan Occupancy > 80% of 25 k,e  injections
Analog Dead Analog Scan Occupancy < 1% of injections
Analog Bad Analog Scan Occupancy < 98% or > 102% of injections
Tuning Failed Threshold Scan s-curve fit failed
ToT Test ToT response is 0 or 14 BCs
Noisy Noise Scan Occupancy > 10 6 hits per BC
Disconnected Bump Source Scan (90Sr) Occupancy < 1% of mean occupancy
High Crosstalk Crosstalk Scan Occupancy > 0 with 25 k,e  injection
Table 3.2.: Classification of pixel failures [40].
In order to mimic possible conditions in the ATLAS Detector the most important
operation was the calibration to a threshold of 1 500 e  at a module temperature of
-12  C while the time over threshold setting is held constant. After the successful
calibration to 1 500 e , three thermal cycles were performed within the operable range
of the TRACI, i.e. from -20  C to +20  C. Basic functionality checks (Digital, Analog,
Threshold, ToT Scans) were performed after each cycle to look for changes due to
mechanical stress, but all modules remained una↵ected.
3.4.3. Stave Rating and Results Overview
In this section the QA results for all 18 staves are shown. Based on those the 14
best were chosen to build the IBL. The number of working channels was the major
criterium for choosing a stave for installation along with stave planarity and sensor IV
stability. The planarity is defined as the di↵erence between the minimum and maximum
height of a stave and did not exceed 340µm in the IBL production which is within the
envelope requirements of the carbon fibre (CF-K13C) IST inside the 3-Layer ATLAS
Pixel Detector. A ranking and loading order overview of the ATLAS IBL staves can
be found in Table A.1 in the Appendix.
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LV and IV results of the production stave DCS groups (see Section 3.4.1) are shown in
Figure 3.14. Figure 3.14(a) shows the DCS groups’ power consumption in the uncon-
figured (blue) and configured (red) case. The distribution of values for unconfigured
chips is wider due to not well defined settings in the FE-I4 when being powered up.
The mean unconfigured current of a DCS group is 1.1A ± 0.1A. Configuring, however,
resets the chips. Starting with a standard set of parameters, the distribution becomes
narrower and the mean current consumption shifts to 1.5A ± 0.1A. These values are
important for state monitoring and will serve as reference points for detector operation.
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Figure 3.14.: (a) DCS groups’ LV current consumption of all 18 staves and IV
characteristics of (b) planar, (c) CNM and (d) FBK sensors of 17 staves at a module
temperature of 20  C [40]. The data set from Stave20 is missing due to a recording
failure.
Figures 3.14(b), (c) and (d) show the IV characteristics of the sensor groups sorted by
technology (see Section 3.1). By design the planar sensors have a rather high break
down voltage of more than 200V. For 3D sensors this is naturally lower because of
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the pillars penetrating the bulk, resulting in a much shorter distance between the
electrodes. In both cases high current regions were defined, represented by the grey
boxes in Figures 3.14(b), (c) and (d). A leakage current of more than 15µA was
considered problematic at bias voltages lower than 150V for planar and 20V for 3D
sensors, respectively. The depletion voltages are known to be smaller than that (<
50V for planar and < 10V for 3D), which leaves an adequate safety margin. The main
focus here was to ensure a stable operation (i.e. current consumption of a few µA)
and reliable operation of the sensors at the operational voltages of 80V (planar) and
20V (3D), respectively. The depletion was verified for all sensors with source scans
as described in the previous section. The absolute current consumption scales with
temperature and thus drops drastically for the operational temperature of -12  C.
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Figure 3.15.: Average (a) threshold, (b) threshold noise and (c) time over threshold
distributions for all 18 staves as a function of chip number at a module temperature
of -12  C [29], [40].
In Figure 3.15 the threshold, derived noise and time over threshold distributions of all
18 production staves as a function of chip position are shown. The error bars represent
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the RMS, the blue bars represent the minimum and maximum values found among the
18 staves. It is shown that all modules could be reliably calibrated to a relatively low
threshold of 1 500 e  with a maximal deviation of 40 e . The derived noise stayed below
200 e  as was required for IBL production modules. The overall slightly higher noise
(Figure 3.15(b)) on the 3D sensors was expected due to a higher sensor capacitance.
The significantly increased noise on A8-2 comes from a module on one of the staves.
However, this particular stave was not chosen for the IBL.
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Figure 3.16.: (a) Threshold, (b) threshold noise, (c) threshold over noise distributions
per pixel at a module temperature of -12  C and a threshold calibration target of
1 500 e . (d) Chip wise time over threshold response for the 14 IBL staves at a
module temperature of 20  C and a threshold calibration target of 3 000 e  [29], [40].
In Figure 3.16 the IBL calibration performance before integration is summarized. Fig-
ure 3.16(a) shows the overall pixel thresholds for the di↵erent pixel types. All types
peak at 1 500 e  threshold in a very narrow distribution with a dispersion of less than
50 e . Planar outer column and inter chip pixels are listed separately because of their
longer size as can be seen in the derived noise plot (Figure 3.16(c)). The threshold over
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Tuned Threshold Pixel Type Std. Dev. [e ] Noise [e ] Threshold over Noise
3 000 e  at 22 C
Planar Normal 37 123± 10 25± 2
Planar Long 58 146± 15 21± 2
3D FBK 39 171± 25 18± 2
3D CNM 40 149± 15 20± 2
1 500 e  at -12 C
Planar Normal 42 129± 13 12± 1
Planar Long 47 149± 16 10± 1
3D FBK 46 171± 25 9± 1
3D CNM 41 146± 16 10± 1
Table 3.3.: Threshold calibration summary for di↵erent pixel types for 18 staves.
Listed values are the standard deviation of the threshold, mean noise and its standard
deviation, and mean threshold over noise and its standard deviation [40].
noise is a key parameter in determining the quality of the IBL modules with respect to
their operability at a given discriminator setting. The bigger this factor the less likely
is contamination of noise hits in the sample of physics hits recorded during collisions.
However, there is always a trade-o↵ between fake hit reduction and hit e ciency, while
the latter is increased for lower thresholds. A threshold over noise value higher than 5
was achieved for the majority of all pixels for a target threshold setting of 1 500 e , as
can be seen in Figure 3.16(c). An overview of the standard deviation of the threshold,
mean noise and its standard deviation, and mean threshold over noise and its standard
deviation can be found in Table 3.3.
The physics occupancy in the ATLAS Pixel Detector b-layer was ⇠ 5 · 10 4 hits per
pixel per bunch crossing at the end of Run 1 while the expected physics occupancy
for the IBL is 10 3 hits per pixel per bunch crossing in early operation and higher in
later years. In both cases, pixels with a noise occupancy rate higher than 10 6 hits
per pixel per bunch crossing are referred to as noisy pixels and are disabled from data
taking to ensure noise contamination in physics hits from collisions to be less than 0.5%.
The fraction of noisy IBL pixels is less than 0.03% for the 1 500 e  reference threshold
calibration at -12  C module temperature. The rate of noisy pixels in the 3-Layer Pixel
Detector is twice as high at 0.06% for the 3 500 e  operational threshold at the same
module temperature. In Figure 3.16(d) the most probable values of the cluster ToT
distributions per chip as responses to the electrons from the 90Sr source are presented.
It shows a very homogeneous signal response over all chips in the detector. For 3D
sensors a slightly higher signal is expected and also observed since their thickness is
around 230µm compared to 200µm thickness of planar sensors.
All 18 staves successfully passed the QA cut of 1% bad pixels. In fact, no stave showed
more than 0.3% bad pixels. Figure 3.17(a) shows the average bad pixel fraction in blue
for the installed 14 and in red for the 4 remaining staves as a function of ⌘. It can be
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Figure 3.17.: (a) Average bad pixel ratio distribution as a function of ⌘ for installed
and not installed production staves and (b) the operational fraction of pixels in the
⌘-  plane for the 14 installed staves. Resolution: 128 bins in ⌘ from -3.03 to 3.03 that
correspond to a bin width of 0.0473, 56 bins in   from 0 to 2⇡ that correspond to a
bin width of 0.112 [29], [40].
clearly seen that already in the step of mounting modules onto staves the low ⌘ regions
were covered with the best modules available. Based on the choice of the 14 staves with
the lowest number of bad pixels, the number of operational channels in the ATLAS IBL
is 99.9% in total. The few defect channels are preferably distributed homogeneously
in the ⌘-  plane. Thus, an ⌘ weighted ranking was applied on all staves. The resulting
picture of the operational fraction of pixels in the ⌘-  plane for the 14 installed staves
is displayed in Figure 3.17(b). More detailed QA results and a selection of encountered
issues during the production, specifically double trigger responses, noise sensitivity on
3D sensors, charge calibration, weak di↵erential driver output, oscillations on the low
voltage supply lines and noise coupling on double chip sensors, can be found in [40].
3.4.4. ATLAS IBL Commissioning
At the beginning of 2014, the stave QA was finished and within one month 14 staves
were integrated onto the IPT1. The entire IBL Detector package was fully assembled
around the new beam pipe including all services one month later and was lowered into
the ATLAS cavern beginning of May 2014. Once the detector was fully connected to
all supplies, cooling and readout, it was re-calibrated stave by stave with the same
readout system as in the clean room for the stave QA (RCE), whereas the QA module
configuration files were used as starting points. All chips were operational and the
calibration results, as shown in Figure 3.18, were comparable to the ones obtained in
the QA setup. A comparison plot can be found in Figure A.1 in the Appendix. The
1IBL Positioning Tube
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Figure 3.18.: Average (a) threshold and (b) threshold noise distributions for all IBL
staves as a function of chip number at a module temperature of 20  C integrated into
ATLAS [29].
next steps towards Run 2 of the LHC were the cold operation of the Inner Detector, the
bake-out of the new beam pipe and combined cosmics data taking of all subsystems of
the ATLAS Detector. One IBL stave was integrated into combined ATLAS cosmic data
taking in the 5th Milestone Week (08 - 12th September 2014) which was the first big
step for the DAQ chain commissioning. In the 6th Milestone Week (13 - 16th October
2014) all staves were participating in the data taking, although not simultaneously. 3-
Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector hits were seen on tracks already in the online monitoring.
ATLAS IBL hits were associated after reconstruction, multi bunch crossing read out
for the IBL was shown to be functional. However, the data taking stopped earlier for
the 3-Layer Pixel Detector and the IBL due to the beam pipe bake out.
3.4.5. Beam Pipe Bake-out and first Cosmic Results
The new beam pipe, which is integrated in the IBL package, needed to be baked out
to reduce later thermal outgassing and to activate the NEG1 (2µm sputtered Ti-Zr-V)
coating on the inside. This was a crucial procedure for the targeted LHC vacuum. To
understand the conditions during the beam pipe bake-out, CFD2 simulations were run
(see Figure 3.19(b)). In addition to those, a real size IBL thermal mock-up (Figure
3.19(a)) was built and installed in CERN SR1 clean room. It was operated with a
1 000W CO2 cooling plant connected to stainless steel pipes running in aluminum
staves in the mock-up.
Various heaters as well as temperature and humidity sensors were largely distributed
over the entire mockup. To be as comparable as possible to the actual detector, also
1Non Evaporable Getter
2Computational Fluid Dynamics
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.19.: (a) Photograph of the thermal mock-up at CERN and (b) CFD
simulations of the temperature distribution in IBL for the foreseen beam pipe
bake-out [42].
the aerogel between the dummy beam pipe and the dummy IPT was removed over
the length of the detector volume, namely 622mm. In the detector, this was done to
further reduce the radiation length. Only every second stave could be cooled in that
setup. However, comparing the results from the cold staves to the CFD simulation
during bake-out, one can see that they are in very good agreement (see Tab. 3.4).
The beam pipe bake-out happened in two steps. First, a high temperature bake-out
of the non-NEG coated components was done to degas impurities from their surfaces,
while NEG coated regions stayed between 120-180  C to avoid contamination of the
material. Then, a second cycle was performed to activate the NEG coated regions at
220-230  C. The stave temperatures, however, were not meant to exceed +35  C (based
on the adhesives’ properties), which resulted in a substantial temperature gradient over
just a few mm. With the help of the simulations and the mock-up it could be shown
that the detector will remain unharmed during the bake-out if the coolant is set to
-20  C.
Measurements CFD calculations
Cooling lines -19.2  C -19.2  C
Cold staves -18.7  C -17.7  C
TIPT at Z0, north +92.5  C +92.7  C
TIST at Z0, north/south +18.5  C/+9.2  C +13.4  C/+5.3  C
Central heater dissipation at Z0 212W/m 154W/m
Table 3.4.: Comparison of CFD calculations and measurements performed with the
thermal mock-up [42].
Basic scans after the bake out showed no measurable change of the IBL’s behavior. In
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the 7th Milestone Week (27th November - 8th December 2014) the main goals were
the consolidation of data taking, to provide good cosmics data for all 4 pixel layers
and to test shift operation in Run 2 conditions. This time all 14 IBL staves had been
routinely integrated into data taking. 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel and IBL hits on tracks
were recorded with and without the presence of the ATLAS solenoid magnetic field.
An event display showing SCT and 4-Layer Pixel hits is shown in Figure 3.20. The
online monitoring is becoming operational and data quality flags for shift operation
are being evaluated. However, one IBL 3D module stopped responding during that
Milestone Week 7 (LI S06 A7 chip 2). An LV supply current drop of 250mA of the
corresponding DCS group was observed. The time of current decrease is in coincidence
with the start-of-run step of the ATLAS Detector, the moment that the configurations
were sent to all modules. The module temperature was -25  C, the magnetic field
was on. This particular stave had been reworked before integration, but no module
had been replaced in vicinity. Since the ATLAS Detector is fully closed, there is no
physical access to the IBL. Thus, the investigational options are very limited. A
possible cause for the communication loss could be a defect wire bond on the chip.
It was found in earlier studies that transient currents in the various stages of IBL
operation, i.e. module configuration, charge injection or triggering can cause a non-
negligible amplitude excitation of the corresponding wire bonds in the presence of
an external magnetic field, which can eventually lead to their destruction. Hence, it
was decided to avoid a certain frequency trigger range in order to avoid any (further)
possible damage. The fixed frequency trigger veto includes all frequencies from 2 kHz
to 40 kHz. As a result the calibration scans will take longer and it is favored to take
data with the lowest possible number of consecutive triggers. Run 2 is scheduled for
March 2015 with first collisions being expected in May 2015.
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Figure 3.20.: Atlantis event display of cosmic ray event 4472609 from run 246892. A
cosmic ray is shown passing through the IBL, the newly installed pixel layer of the
ATLAS detector, in the presence of a solenoidal magnetic field. The IBL is the
inner-most layer in the display. The three layers surrounding the IBL are the other
layers of the Pixel detector, and the four outer-most layers seen are the
Semiconductor Tracker (SCT). These data were recorded during milestone run 7 (M7)
which is being used to re-commision the ATLAS detector for Run2 startup [43].
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Somewhere along the line you gave up askin’
When it got a little too complex
But if you don’t question what has been
Does it mean that you don’t care what’s coming next.
- Tina Dickow
Chapter 4
Sensor Characterization in Testbeam Measurements
Calibration capabilities of the readout chips as described in Section 3.4 are crucial for a
reliable detector performance. However, the sensors’ functionality can only be verified
by incident particles. Source measurements (as shown in Section 3.4) are common
since radioactive sources are available in most laboratories. For proper e ciency and
tracking studies, however, preferably high energetic particles provided by accelerators,
such as the PS1 and SPS2 at CERN, are used. In the scope of this thesis a 3D CNM
sensor was investigated in a beam line at CERN SPS using the Timepix telescope.
In the following section the experimental setup at CERN SPS North Area will be
described. Subsequently, the characteristics of the Timepix telescope will be introduced
in Section 4.2. The analysis framework used to evaluate the telescope’s as well as the
DUT3’s performance will be described in Section 4.3, including the merging of telescope
and device under test data, track fitting and finally the corresponding performance
measurements. The properties and calibration settings of the device under test will be
depicted in Section 4.5. Finally, in Section 4.6 a new sensor characterization method
based on the idea of Computed Tomography, evaluating the charge collection e ciency
in a three dimensional manner, will be introduced.
4.1. Testbeam Setup at CERN SPS
The SPS is not only a pre-accelerator for the LHC but also serves various other experi-
ments. It is operated in di↵erent run modes, so-called super cycles, which typically last
around 40 s and usually provide beam to the North Area as well as the COMPASS4
Experiment and the LHC. Here, the extraction of protons from the second long straight
section via a transfer line with a 11% slope to the surface into the North Area, an ex-
perimental hall 40m above the main ring with a number of multi-purpose beam lines,
will be depicted.
1Proton Synchrotron
2Super Proton Synchrotron
3Device Under Test
4COmmon Muon Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy
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A single septum magnet as shown in Figure 4.1 is used in order to deliver high energetic
particles at a constant rate for roughly 10 s . There, a vertically widened beam is
separated into three parts. The main part travels through the vertical magnetic field
and stays in the machine while the upper part enters a field free gap and continues
straight on. The third fraction is lost in the magnet between the two gaps. This
mechanism is called slow ejection [44], resulting in a spill over several thousand turns.

 







Figure 4.1.: Schematic view of a single septum magnet used at CERN SPS for proton
ejection to the North Area. The black arrows show the direction of the magnetic
field. The purple/blue/pink object represents the primary proton beam. Original
taken from [44] and modified.
The 400GeV proton beam is then split in three parts hitting the targets T2, T4 and T6.
The resulting secondary beams consist mainly of attenuated protons from the primary
beam (at ⇠ 40% of the initial intensity), hadrons (mostly pions) produced in hadronic
interactions inside the Beryllium target, electrons from electromagnetic interactions as
well as muons, originating from pion decays. Particle and momentum selection and
thereby further splitting up into various beam lines is achieved by wobbling the beam,
i.e. the primary beam hitting the target at a variable angle. In Figure 4.2 a wobbling
example of the T4 target station is shown.
The measurements described in the following pages were performed at the H8 beam
line which received pions at 180 GeV momentum from the T4 target. Inside the
experimental area a beam telescope, namely the LHCb VELO1 Timepix telescope [45],
was installed to provide track information. In-between the planes a device under test
was placed on a rotation stage. The device was tilted on that stage such that it would
be rotated around the long pixel direction. The measurements were performed in May
2012, before the Long Shutdown 1.
1VErtex LOcator
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 
Figure 4.2.: T4 target station wobbling example splitting the proton beam in an
attenuated proton beam P0 and two high energy hadron beams, namely H6
(120GeV) and H8 (180GeV). Original taken from [46] and modified.
4.2. The Timepix Telescope
For the LHCb VELO upgrade a fast, high resolution, shutter based beam telescope was
developed for testing new generation sensors, supported by the Medipix collaboration
and the AIDA1 framework. Combining the two capabilities of the 300µm thick Timepix
silicon hybrid ASIC2s (providing information about either the deposited charge or
the timing of the tracks) a pointing resolution of below 2µm with a time stamping
resolution of 1 ns can be achieved at a rate of reconstructed tracks of up to 7.5 kHz
during an SPS spill. The Timepix telescope consists of nine planes hosting a 14 x
14mm2 matrix of 55 x 55µm2 pixels organized in 256 rows and columns. Eight planes
operate in charge collection mode (ToT planes) and the last one in time of arrival mode
(ToA3 plane). The ToT planes are tilted by an angle of nine degrees in both horizontal
and vertical axes in order to optimize the spatial resolution of the telescope. By that
tilt an incident particle leaves a cluster signal of three hits which allows a sub-pixel
pointing resolution at the position of the device under test. The ToA plane, however,
is mounted perpendicularly to the beam to reduce charge sharing and thus minimize
the discriminator response time. The telescope is arranged in two arms, the upstream
one hosting four spatial planes and the downstream one hosting the other four spatial
planes along with the timing plane. Each arm holds one RELAXd4 [47] readout system,
synchronized by an externally generated shutter trigger induced by scintillators at the
extremities of the telescope.
The scintillator trigger is also provided to the devices under test to maximize flexibility.
1Advanced European Infrastructures for Detectors at Accelerators
2Application Specific Interated Circuit
3Time of Arrival
4high REsolution Large Area X-ray detector
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The device under test readout, on the other hand, can provide a busy signal to the
telescope readout. Furthermore, the external trigger can by synchronized with an
arbitrary clock which is essential for LHC-type detectors, i.e. not running in shutter
mode but sampling at a fixed frequency. All triggers generated by the system will be
collected and acquired by a high precision TDC1 to enable o✏ine synchronization of
events. The data streams of the telescope and the device(s) under test are merged in a
software step, the so-called amalgamation which will be described in Section 4.3.1. A
schematic view of the telescope is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3.: Layout of the Timepix Telescope mechanics, pixel planes and scintillators
with respect to the beam axis [48].
4.3. Testbeam Analysis Framework
The raw data from the telescope and the DUT is processed within the ROOT/C++
based Timepix analysis framework in two steps. First, a low-level event building and
conversion to a ROOT based format is performed. This step is called amalgamation
and will be described in Section 4.3.1. Then, in the second step, the formatted data
is read in and clustering as well as track finding are performed on a frame-by-frame
basis. Based on those reconstructed tracks analysis algorithms can be implemented to
investigate the telescope’s as well as the DUT’s properties. The track reconstruction
will be introduced in Section 4.3.2.
1Time to Digital Converter
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4.3.1. Amalgamation
The only logical connection between the Timepix telescope and the DUT is a trigger
signal (TTL) from the telescopes trigger logic, which is provided to the FE-I4 DAQ sys-
tem. The matching of tracks using timestamps is then done o✏ine in the amalgamation
step.
To index the FE-I4 data a function is called that first reads in all converted FE-I4 raw
files that correspond to the considered telescope run. Each raw file contains all FE-I4
hits (trigger data, data header and data records) from one SPS spill and contains a
timestamp at the beginning of the file. The lines containing trigger data in that file
come with an assigned trigger ID. For each trigger 4 consecutive bunch crossings are
read out to include all hits, which occurred within the expected time window. Each
hit comes with a bunch crossing ID (BCID) that defines the hits’ timestamp. The data
record lines contain the row and column of each hit as well as the ToT response of the
corresponding pixel. Once all files are read in, the timestamps of the first and the last
file are compared to the corresponding telescope timestamps. If there is an overlap
the amalgamation goes on by trying to match FE-I4 frames to TDC frames. For this
purpose, the times between the TDC triggers need to be identical to the times between
triggers received by the FE-I4. If that is the case the frames are considered as matched
and the data from the FE-I4 is considered as indexed. Based on that data the event
files in the ROOT tree format are built. Example plots of the amalgamation output
can be found in Figure B.5 in the Appendix.
4.3.2. Track Reconstruction
Based on hits in the telescope planes available in the event file so-called tracks are
built, which can be projected onto the DUT. This is done in three steps: the clustering
of raw hits, then the pattern recognition and eventually the track fitting.
The clustering algorithm identifies hits in neighboring pixels and combines them to
clusters. Hits are not binary but associated with a ToT value depending on the amount
of deposited charge by a traversing particle. Hence, the actual hit position is calculated
for each cluster based on the center of gravity by applying ToT based weighting factors
to each pixel hit. From preceding calibration scans a linear relationship between ToT
and deposited charge was found. Pixels with ToT counts that significantly deviate
from the expected MIP induced Landau mean, i.e. with ADC counts smaller than 85
or higher than 925, were excluded as these are usually caused by hadronic interaction,
  rays (compare Section 1.3.1) or noisy pixels.
The pattern recognition searches in adjacent telescope planes for nearest neighbors in
a fixed radius. Instead of investigating all possible combinations it is implemented in a
binary search manner [49] to reduce computation time. In addition, it takes multiple
scattering in the telescope material into account. Thereby, the radiation length of
each telescope plane (⇡ 2.6%) and the track momentum (here 180 GeV) have to be
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considered. Typically, the tracks get deviated by up to 10µm between the two telescope
arms in case they are 300mm apart. The algorithm stores all cluster candidates and
then selects the ones with the smallest  2 to assign to the track. A cut of 14 on the
maximum cluster size is applied. Finally, the resulting clusters are handed over to the
Track Fitter.
The track fitting is based on the least squares technique. In the xy plane at z = 0 (z
being the beam direction) a four dimensional state vector ~v represents the tracks. It is
defined as:
~v =
0BB@
x
tx
y
ty
1CCA (4.3.1)
with x and y being the horizontal and vertical coordinates (compare Figure 4.3) and tx
and ty being the corresponding slopes of the track with respect to the beam axis. To
obtain a clean residual distribution a probability cut on the  2 per number of degrees
of freedom (ndof) can be applied. The number of degrees of freedom can be calculated
as:
ndof = 2n  4 (4.3.2)
where n is the number of points included in the fitting in the xy plane. The constant
4 is subtracted due to the four fit parameters x, tx, y and ty.
4.4. Telescope Performance Results
To provide the best possible tracking resolution on the DUT plane, the telescope po-
sition and configuration has to be verified and understood. The alignment of the
individual planes needs to be adjusted in software to obtain an optimal track fitting. A
measure of alignment quality is the residual, the di↵erence between the calculated track
intercept projected onto a plane and the measured hit position of the corresponding
sensor. For a well aligned sensor the residual distribution should peak around 0 while
the standard deviation   of the distribution should be
  = p/
p
12 (4.4.1)
with p being the pitch (pixel size), according to Equation 1.3.2. In the case of the
Timepix chip used here, the pitch is 55µm in both directions which yields in an expected
residual width ( x,y) of around 16µm. This is the case for the ToA plane (I10-W0108)
as this one is mounted perpendicularly to the beam. The other eight planes show
much smaller standard deviations as they are tilted such that larger cluster sizes enable
accurate ToT weighted clustering and thus improve the telescopes spatial resolution.
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Figure 4.4.: Timepix telescope residuals (a) mean in x, (c) mean in y, (b)  x and (d)
 y over entire data set. The deviation after Run 5343 can be explained by a modified
setup configuration for taking data in the other angle direction.
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An overview of all nine planes and their measured z positions can be found in Table 4.1.
Since the beam is almost perfectly parallel the z position is not part of the automated
alignment procedure but kept fix at the measured value. In general, one di↵erentiates
between biased and unbiased residuals. Is the corresponding plane included in the
process of track fitting, the calculated residual is called biased while projections on
planes excluded from the track fitting are unbiased. For the sake of computing time
and e↵ort only biased residuals are presented here, all the more so since the scope of
this thesis is not the full characterization of the Timepix telescope.
1st Telescope Arm 2nd Telescope Arm ToA Plane
Name z [mm] Name z [mm] Name z [mm]
C09-W0108 0 D09-W0108 520 I10-W0108 635
C10-W0108 23 H03-W0092 543
J08-W0087 46 G08-W0087 566
F11-W0108 69 J03-W0089 589
Table 4.1.: Names and z positions of the nine Timepix telescope planes used.
However, studies about the residuals’ stability were carried out. The alignment was
not perfectly stable over the entire data taking period due to several interventions and
the conditions in the testing hall, e.g. moving ceiling cranes and other experiments.
Therefore, a new telescope alignment was performed for each run individually. The
results can be found in Figure 4.4. The mean of the residuals varied by less than
0.6µm around 0 and the   of the distributions was between 4.8µm and 9.0µm for
the spatial planes. Some planes show a very small jump in their residual  ’s between
Run 5342 and Run 5343. That can be explained by a major intervention carried out
between the two arms, namely remounting of the DUT to alter the rotation direction
for upcoming runs. The data for the ToA plane is not shown in Figure 4.4 as the   of
the residual distribution deviates significantly from the ones of the spatial planes due
to its orientation as described above. The corresponding residual distributions of the
individual planes using the example of the first run (Run 5252) can be found in Figure
B.3 and Figure B.4 in the Appendix.
4.5. The Device Under Test
As device under test a 230µm thick 3D CNM sensor was used, bump bonded to an
FE-I4A readout chip. It was part of the prototyping runs for the ATLAS IBL project.
Details on the sensor were described in Section 3.1. The assembly was glued and wire
bonded to a single chip carrier card (SCC), hence the name SCC99. An example picture
of such a card hosting a single FE-I4A chip and a sensor is shown in Figure 4.5. The
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Figure 4.5.: Photograph of an FE-I4A Single Chip Card.
card was connected via an ethernet cable to a modified HSIO board attached to an
RCE crate, the same kind as was used for the quality control measurements during
the IBL production as described in Section 3.4.1. The reverse sensor bias (-30V) was
applied via a LEMO connector, the upper left connector in Figure 4.5. The supply
voltages for the FE-I4A readout chip (1.5V for the analog and 1.2V for the digital
circuits) were applied via a Molex connector.
4.5.1. Calibration of the DUT
The RCE system was used to calibrate the module in the same fashion as described in
Sections 2.2 and 3.4.2. An iterative calibration of global and pixel specific settings lead
to the results shown in Figure 4.6. The target values for the discriminator threshold
and the time over threshold response during the prototyping phase for the ATLAS
IBL can be found in Table 4.2. The successful threshold calibration of SCC99 is
Threshold [e ] ToT [25 ns] Reference Charge [e ]
SCC99 (3D CNM) 1500 10 20’000
Table 4.2.: Calibration target settings for SCC99 during the testbeam data taking
period.
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Figure 4.6.: SCC99 (a) threshold distribution, (b) threshold 2D map, (c) noise and
(d) ToT distributions at room temperature.
shown in Figure 4.6(a). The distribution is well centered around the target value of
1 500 electrons with a   of 70 electrons. It is not Gaussian but box-shaped according to
the step width of the pixel threshold calibration DAC (TDAC) in the FE-I4A (LSB1).
Deviation from the exact box-shape come from slight variations in the pixel registers.
Hence, the step function is convoluted with Gaussian error functions on the edges of
the distribution. The resulting fit function ends in:
f(x) = p0 · (1 + erf(p1 · (p2   x))) · (1 + erf(p3 · (p4   x))) (4.5.1)
with erf(x) =
2p
⇡
·
xZ
0
e t
2
dt. (4.5.2)
The fit parameters are shown in the statistics box in the histogram. Figure 4.6(b)
shows a 2D map of the pixels’ threshold values. One can clearly see the homogeneous
distribution in the center of the chip. The outermost columns show much higher values.
1Least Significant Bit
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This is a feature of the prototype version of the readout chip which had various analog
pixel flavors implemented in di↵erent columns. Those outermost columns will not be
taken into account for the following analysis of the testbeam measurements. The noise
derived from the threshold s-curve fitting (compare Equation 2.2.1) can be found in
Figure 4.6(c). It follows a Gaussian distribution
g(x) = p0 · exp
✓
 (x  p1)
2
2p22
◆
(4.5.3)
with p0 being the height (constant), p1 the mean (145 electrons) and p2 the   (12 electrons)
of the distribution. The time over threshold evaluation is rather coarse due to the lim-
ited ToT resolution in the FE-I4. However, the pixel-wise ToT response peaks clearly
around the target value of 10 bunch crossings as shown in Figure 4.6(d).
4.5.2. Recorded Data
During one of the last testbeam periods before the Long Shutdown 1 of the CERN
accelerator complex a ten hour slot was made available at the H8 beamline of the SPS.
In total 140 data sets which contain between 30 455 and 273 437 timestamped tracks
at various DUT rotation angles were recorded. The DUT (SCC99) was mounted such
that the long pixel direction was oriented along the y axis and the short pixel direction
along the x axis, respectively (compare coordinate system in Figure 4.3). The device
was successively rotated around the long pixel direction from 0   to 90   in 1   steps and
for comparison also in the other direction from 0   to -90   in 2   steps. The goal was to
collect one million track segments in the DUT for in depth charge collection e ciency
studies. A detailed overview of all runs, rotation angles, total numbers of tracks, tracks
in time overlap, timestamped tracks and tracks containing FE-I4 data can be found in
Table B.1 in the Appendix.
In general, not all scintillator triggers correspond to valid tracks through the telescope.
In addition, a false shutter open setting in the telescope lead to a partial saturation of
the ToA plane for a significant fraction of tracks. The rate of successfully timestamped
tracks was 53% over all runs on average while the average track association rate within
the timing overlap was 82%. Furthermore, only a fraction of collected triggers holds
valid DUT information on track, especially at high rotation angles where the DUT
incidence plane becomes smaller than the trigger window. It varies from 300 for rotation
angles close to 90   up to 147 000 for the 0   run. The total numbers of tracks, tracks
in time overlap, timestamped tracks and tracks containing FE-I4 data for all DUT
rotation angles are shown in the upper plot in Figure 4.7. A curve representing the
estimated number of track segments in the DUT was added. It assumes perfectly
e cient particle detection based on the pixel’s geometry (see next section). From that
curve it can be seen that the number of track segments is quite stable over all runs,
but a factor 5 smaller than aimed for. The lower plot in Figure 4.7 shows the ratios
of tracks in time overlap, timestamped tracks and tracks containing FE-I4 data with
respect to the total number of tracks.
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Figure 4.7.: Total numbers of tracks, tracks in time overlap, timestamped tracks,
tracks containing FE-I4 data for all DUT rotation angles and an estimation on track
segments in the DUT, collected in May 2012 testbeam campaign (upper plot), and
ratios of tracks in time overlap, timestamped tracks and tracks containing FE-I4 data
with respect to the total number of tracks (lower plot).
4.5.3. Clustering Algorithm
Depending on the incident angle ' of a traversing particle and due to charge sharing
more than one pixel can register the created charge signal. The resulting pixel clusters
have to be identified as such and their charge responses have to be combined in order
to reasonably analyze the data. Basic predictions on the expected cluster sizes can
be made based on the sensor’s geometry. In Figure 4.8 an example trajectory of an
incident particle inside a pixel sensor is shown. From that sketch various parameters
can be derived. One is the total track length ltrack inside the sensor:
ltrack = t · cos' (4.5.4)
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Figure 4.8.: Sketch of the geometry of a track inside a pixel sensor. Not to scale.
with t being the thickness of the sensor. The resulting expected cluster size lcluster can
be calculated to
lcluster =
 
t · tan'
Px
⌫
+ 1 (4.5.5)
with Px being the pixel pitch in x. The pixel dimensions of the DUT used for these
measurements are summarized in Table 4.3.
Px [µm] Py [µm] t [µm]
SCC99 (3D CNM) 50 250 230
Table 4.3.: Pixel geometry values for SCC99 (3D CNM).
First, as a preparative step for following analyses, only the DUT data was evaluated.
For this purpose, a standard clustering algorithm was used: It collects all hits from the
hit map and stores them in a list. The first entry serves as a seed for the first cluster.
If there is a hit in a direct neighbor to that pixel it is associated to the cluster. The
corresponding hit is then deleted from the hit list. This is repeated until there are
no more neighboring hits. The resulting cluster is stored. If there are remaining hits
in the hit list, the next hit serves as a new seed for a new cluster. This procedure is
repeated until the hit list is empty.
For small incident angles this way of simple clustering is su cient. However, for larger
angles two challenges emerge: It may occur that not all pixels along the particle’s
trajectory detect the corresponding charge signal, because of short travel distances
in each pixel (row direction) and charge sharing e↵ects. This results in what will
be called split clusters. In the simple clustering algorithm those would falsely be
recognized as individual clusters. Another e↵ect that distorts proper clustering are
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hadronic interactions and  -electrons, which also leave long tracks in the detector but
are not to be accounted for the original track signal. Example DUT hit maps showing
long split clusters and a hadronic interactions can be found in Figures B.6 and B.7 in
the Appendix. Since the particle beam at CERN SPS is almost perfectly parallel, split
clusters can be di↵erentiated from  -electrons by simply requiring a maximum cluster
height (in this case number of FE-I4 columns) of 3. The remaining split clusters are
merged in a recursive manner: First, a simple cluster is built. If that first cluster is
seemingly complete, the algorithm searches for an additional hit within a certain range,
in that case 7 pixels in the row direction and 2 pixels in the column direction. If there is
another hit, a second cluster will be built around that new seed. If the second cluster is
seemingly complete, the algorithm goes on searching for additional hits in the defined
range, etc. This is done until there are no more hits in range of any of the previous
clusters. Finally, all found small clusters will be merged into one. The cluster width
is then defined as the distance between the two outermost pixels. A plot showing the
number of cluster fragments per angle can be found in Figure B.8 in the Appendix.
In Figure 4.9 the determined cluster widths depending on the incident angle are shown.
The result of the simple clustering algorithm can be found in Figure 4.9(a). It can be
seen that the cluster widths do not increase anymore at incident angles higher than
70   due to split clusters. In the result shown in Figure 4.9(b) the modified clustering
algorithm was used. There, a much better agreement with the theoretical function
(see Equation 4.5.6) can be found. The deviation from the theoretical curve can be
explained by various impact factors. First of all, the theoretical function does not take
the pixel calibration threshold into account and thus overestimates the expected cluster
width. Furthermore, the cluster widths per angle follow a distribution rather than a
concrete value due to charge sharing and non-linear charge deposition. It was also
found that the distributions are not perfectly symmetric in the two directions. The
angles stated for each run correspond to the settings on the rotation stage. However,
the setup, including the telescope, the rotation stage and the DUT on the rotation
stage, was not perfectly aligned with the beam. Thus, a phase shift of   = 1.3   was
determined based on the results seen in Figure 4.9(b). The eventual expected cluster
width function was implemented as:
lcluster =
    t · tan ('+  )Px
     . (4.5.6)
The maximum possible number of rows are 336 in the case of the FE-I4. That is
true for an adjusted rotation angle of ' = 89   as can also be seen in Figure 4.9(b).
After that the cluster width decreases again. An obscurity visible in Figure 4.9(b) is a
remaining accumulation of smaller clusters between 80   and 90  . Those are no data
taking artifacts but can be explained by multiple scattering on PCB components and
connectors mounted on the SCC1 (compare Figure 4.5). Since the particles creating
these clusters are highly deviated from the original trajectory, they will not be detected
by the second telescope arm. Hence, they will not be counted as valid tracks.
1Single Chip Card
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(b) Modified clustering algorithm accounting for split clusters.
Figure 4.9.: SCC99 cluster widths over entire data set showing the results of (a) a
simple clustering algorithm and (b) an algorithm which merges split clusters with a
radius of 7 pixels in the row direction and 2 pixels in the column direction. In
addition, an expectation curve is shown.
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4.5.4. DUT Performance Results
During data taking an online monitor was available, counting the number of collected
triggers and showing a 2D hit map of the DUT as well as the Level 1 distribution,
in order to verify a stable recording of data. A DUT 2D hit map is shown in Figure
4.10(a) using the example of the first run (perpendicular incident), Run 5252. Only
a fraction of the DUT shows hits as the trigger scintillators attached to the Timepix
telescope cover an area of roughly 1 cm2 while the active area of the DUT is around
4 cm2. The Level 1 trigger (see Section 3.2) distribution of all recorded hits can be
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Figure 4.10.: SCC99 (a) hit map, (b) LVL1 trigger, (c) cluster size and (d) cluster
ToT distributions in Run 5252, perpendicular incident, FE-I4 data on track.
found in Figure 4.10(b). In all runs, four consecutive triggers were sent to the chip for
each scintillator trigger in order to collect all hits within the expected trigger window.
The timing parameters were adjusted such that most particle hits correspond to the
first trigger signal. In later analysis steps single hits were associated to clusters. Figure
4.10(c) holds the cluster size distribution for Run 5252. As expected for particles
traversing the sensor perpendicularly, mostly one-hit clusters occur. Due to charge
sharing also two-hit clusters were likely. The associated cluster ToT is presented in
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Figure 4.10(d). The calibration setting was 10 bunch crossings response for a reference
charge of 20 000 electrons. However, the expected number of created charge carriers
of a MIP passing through 230µm silicon is 18 000 electrons. Thus, the most probable
value of the Landau distribution was expected to be around 9 bunch crossings which is
the case here.
4.5.5. DUT Residuals and Alignment
The spatial position of the DUT was determined in a dedicated alignment step. In
particular, the z position was fixed, as it also was for the telescope planes, to a measured
value (280mm) as the beam is almost parallel. The track angles deviate less than 0.007  
from 0   in x and in y. The parameters used for the alignment are the x and y directions
as well as the rotation angles around all three axes, ↵x, ↵y and ↵z. A Minuit/MIGRAD
minimizer scans these alignment parameters, ±4 cm in the spatial coordinates and ±2⇡
for the angles, and thereby searches for the smallest possible residuals in x and y.
The quality of the alignment can be deducted from the sensor residuals in the same
fashion as described in Section 4.4. Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b) show the DUT’s residual
distributions in x and y, respectively. The width in x is relatively small (short pixel
pitch 50µm) and the shape can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution as in the
case of the Timepix telescope residuals. The width in y is significantly bigger since that
is the long pixel direction (250µm). The distribution follows a box shape with Gaussian
distributions convoluted on the edges caused by charge di↵usion. The function can be
approximated in the same manner as the threshold distribution in Equation 4.5.1. Both
fit functions are shown in Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b), respectively.
The result in y generally meets the expectations for an incident angle of ' = 0  . The
width of the distribution corresponds to the size of a pixel while the standard deviation
is 76µm. As can be seen from Figures 4.11(d) and 4.11(f) the y residuals do not depend
on the tracks’ global positions after alignment. However, there is a visible skew in the
correlation plots of the x residuals and the tracks global x and y positions (see Figures
4.11(c) and 4.11(e)), which results in a wider residual distribution than expected for
the short pixel direction.
Several approaches were pursued to improve the alignment: Since the automated align-
ment procedure always yielded similar results independently of start parameters, a
manual angle adjustment was attempted. There it was found that optimizing one cor-
relation inevitably lead to worsening of the others. Example residual distributions and
correlations with the global coordinates for rotating the DUT +1   around the z axis
can be found in Figure B.9 in the Appendix. Even combined variations of all three
angles did not lead to an optimal set of alignment parameters. A possible explanation
could be vibration or instabilities in the setup, which would result in constant DUT
movements and thus smearing of residuals. Considering the mounting structure of the
DUT, a holder attached to a base plate on the rotation stage, one would expect the
distribution to fan out in one direction. However, this was not discovered in the data
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Figure 4.11.: SCC99 (a) x and (b) y residual distributions and the corresponding
correlations with global track coordinates in Run 5252, perpendicular incident.
and therefore excluded as a possible explanation. Another cause could be mechanical
deformation of the sensor due to thermal stress and tension, induced during the sensor
production or flip-chipping process. In order to investigate a possible time dependent
change of positioning, the data set (Run 5252) was split into di↵erent sub-sets as the
stripes in Figure 4.11(f) indicate a regular dependence, which might have been correl-
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ated with the spill structure of the SPS beam. However, no time dependence on the
residuals was observed. Finally, a shift along the z direction of 5mm was applied to
the DUT in order to cover the possibility of track angle e↵ects. In Figure B.10 in the
Appendix a comparison of both x and y residual distributions for both cases are shown
and no significant change is observed.
4.5.6. Charge Collection within a Pixel Cell
The track information provided by the Timepix telescope was used to determine the
tracks’ entry points in the DUT plane at a sub-pixel resolution. The collected charge
signals were evaluated for 500 sub-pixel regions for Run 5252, where the DUT was
mounted perpendicularly to the beam. This division yielded in a statistic of roughly
300ToT entries for each sub-pixel. The numbers of hits for each sub-pixel are shown
in Figure 4.12(b). The resulting ToT distributions were fitted with a convolution of
a Landau and a Gaussian function to achieve the best possible approximation. The
MPV1s of the ToT distributions can be found in Figure 4.12(c). They varied between
6.4 and 7.9 bunch crossings. The regions showing less collected charge match with the
regions of smaller electrical fields created by the bias electrodes, which are displayed
in Figure 4.12(a).
The resolution in the row direction, however, is limited by the distortion in the x resid-
ual (see Figure 4.11(a)). Thus, the lower e cient regions are smeared out, appearing
as columns rather than dots as would be expected from the lithography sketch. A
projection of the most probable charge values onto the column direction is shown in
Figure 4.12(d) to level out this smearing e↵ect. It can be seen that the collected charge
drops in the regions of the bias electrodes. Towards the pixel edge there is a dip in
collected charge which recovers partly at the extremity of the pixel cell. The dip can
be explained by the increased charge sharing probability close to the edge, which leads
to the signal being collected also by the neighboring cell. If the collected charge in one
of the pixels is below the adjusted threshold, it will not be registered in that pixel,
which results in a one-hit cluster. At the outermost part of the pixel, the charge shared
between the two exceeds the threshold in both pixels and thus the entire induced signal
is detected.
1Most Probable Value
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

(a) Lithography sketch of a 3D pixel showing the electrodes’ positions.
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Figure 4.12.: SCC99 pixel cell results: (a) lithography sketch, (b) 2D hit map, (c)
most probable collected charge values and (d) projection of most probable collected
charge values. Results from Run 5252, perpendicular incident.
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4.6. 3-Dimensional Charge Collection E ciency Studies
Up to now the main sensor characterization criterium were the 2-dimensional hit and
charge collection e ciencies. However, these are not su cient for fully understanding
sensors with a more complex electrical field, e.g. 3D or diamond sensors. Thus, a new
method of investigating a sensor’s properties in depth was evaluated. The concept of
these 3D charge collection e ciency (3DCCE) studies will be depicted in the following
sections.
4.6.1. The Basic Idea
The idea is based on the principle of Computed Tomography (CT) scans, which are
widely used in medical applications. 2-dimensional absorption images from x-rays are
recorded by specialized detectors in order to measure an object’s density. Multiple
absorption images at various angles are collected by rotating the source as well as the
detector around the object. Those are collected and merged into a 3-dimensional pic-
ture, a so-called sinogram. This representation of absorption functions plotted against
the rotation angle and distances along the detector is then filtered in a next step. Fi-
nally, in the step of the back projection, the original 3-dimensional image of the object’s
density is reconstructed. This principle using the example of a 2-dimensional object is
shown in Figure 4.13(a), while the rotation of source and detector is drafted in Figure
4.13(b).
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Figure 4.13.: Sketch of the basic principle of Computed Tomography measurements.
In general, absorption images from x-rays are su ciently obtained with very low stat-
istics as the photons are generated following a narrow Gaussian distribution. That is
beneficial in terms of exposure time and image quality. In the case of silicon sensor
characterization, however, the interesting parameter is not the density of the material
but the charge collection e ciency in individual regions. Thus, the measurement prin-
ciple was adapted such that the DUT is object and detector at the same time, collecting
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charge signals instead of absorption images, while the parallel high energetic particle
beam (here 180GeV) provided by CERN SPS served as the source. Information on the
incident position of the particle tracks was provided by the beam telescope. A sketch
of the setup is shown in Figure 4.14.
The charge deposited in silicon sensors follows a distribution which is a convolution of
the Landau distribution and a Gaussian function. This is taking into account the fact
that, in silicon, the electrons are not free but are bound to the atoms of the crystal.
Thus, a high level of statistics is required to obtain appropriate fit results.
beam 
y!
z!
x!upstream  
telescope arm 
downstream  
telescope arm 
Device Under Test 
timing plane 
Figure 4.14.: Sketch of the testbeam setup including the rotation of the DUT for
tomography-like measurements.
As a first attempt for this new method, data as described in Section 4.5.2 at various
rotation angles of the DUT was taken. The idea was to project the data from the
entire pixel matrix into one standard pixel to improve the statistics. This standard
pixel is to be divided further into several sub-pixels, also called voxels. The sub-pixel
ToT information is then to be filled into a sinogram, filtered and the resulting image
is to be projected back in order to obtain a 2-dimensional projection of local charge
collection ine ciencies inside the sensor bulk.
4.6.2. First Simulation Approaches
As a preparative step a simple and basic custom simulation software was developed,
based on C++ and Root, in order to understand the analysis chain and the required
resolution on the DUT information. For medical applications several simulation tools
are already available. However, these tools assume x-rays penetrating an object, pro-
jecting the absorption images onto a detector. The goal of this work was to calculate
the theoretical charge deposition based on knowledge of beam parameters and detector
(e.g. silicon) properties. For test purposes a 2-dimensional case of a plane detector with
regions of varying e ciencies as shown in Figure 4.16(a) was examined. The sample
is a bulk piece of silicon with 100% e ciency containing 100 voxels of variable sizes
(ranging from 2 to 20µm) and variable e ciencies (ranging from 90% to 99%), useful
to test the precision of the reconstruction.
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A sketch of the simulated setup is shown in Figure 4.15. The angle ↵ is scanned in the
interval of [0, 180] in steps of 0.5   while x was variated between -213µm and 213µm in
steps of 2µm. Various numbers of events per voxels were investigated. The sinogram
shown in Figure 4.16(b) was built based on the most probable values of the collected
charge distributions containing 100 events per voxel. The reconstructed results for
1 000 and 10 000 events can be found in Figure 4.16(c) and Figure 4.16(d), respectively.
Figure 1: This picture summarises the process of tomography of a detector: experiment (1),
extraction of the sinogram (2), filtering (3) and back-projection (4).
addition, a class Reconstructor is also implemented. This class contains all the necessary
tools to reconstruct the image of a detector from a sinogram.
In practice, it is of course much easier to translate and rotate the detector, which is
small-sized. However, in the simulation tool, it is much simpler to move the beam, which
is a very simple object to implement (see section 5.2).
3 Distribution function for the energy deposition
This section describes the theory on which the simulation tool is based to compute the
energy deposited by a particle crossing the detector.
3.1 First approximation: Landau distribution
When a particle goes through a voxel, the energy it deposits will not be constant at each
time, but follows a distribution. For the problem being considered here —thin silicon layers
crossed by highly-energetic particles— this distribution can be approximatively described
by the Landau distribution, the derivation of which is based on the Rutherford cross-section
4
Figure 4.15.: Sketch of the tomography simulation setup [50].
It was found that the numerical calculations, e.g. the various convolutions of histo-
grams, which are used to mimic actual data, are computationally intensive and the
back projections are very susceptible to the filter settings. The complex chain of ana-
lysis steps, especially on the reconstruction part demands a much deeper examination
than was achievable in the scope of this thesis. Thus, the results presented here serve
as premature studies that give hints on the required statistics. However, it could be
shown that the approach of signal reconstruction using convolutions of the Landau
distribution and a Gaussian function is feasible, as well as the method of using the
detections capabilities of the DUT.
4.6.3. Issues and Lessons Learned
It appeared that this new method of sensor characterization bears more challenges
than expected, on the simulation as well as on the data analysis side. The computing
e↵ort for high resolution simulation studies is immense in case the convolutions are not
performed analytically. The numerical calculations, however, might be improved by
using Fast Fourier Transforms.
The main obstacles in the data reconstruction are statistics, alignment issues and ToT
resolution. At an incident angle of ' = 0   roughly 147 000 tracks containing FE-I4 data
were collected, which permitted a 2-dimensional sub-pixel resolution ToT evaluation
(see Figure 4.12) with a 5µm resolution. For an investigation in all angle an even
finer sub-division of a pixel would be necessary as the projected area increases by
tilting the sensor. However, the number of tracks per voxel in the data taken in that
campaign is not su cient for such a study. Furthermore, the FE-I4 alignment is a
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crucial part of the analysis. However, it turned out that this particular sensor seems
to have physical features, which challenge a proper alignment in x and y at the same
time. In general, it is advisable to first investigate the DUT with respect to common
testbeam characterization techniques to ensure a stable data taking for following in
depth studies. The third challenge will be the ToT resolution of the FE-I4. Individual
regions of slightly lower charge collection e ciencies will be di cult to distinguish due
to the 4-bit resolution, where one ToT count corresponds to roughly 2 000 electrons
charge signal.
Figure 6: Scheme of the detector being considered in the simulations. The detector is
squared, its edges measure 300 µm
2 µm. Two sinograms are shown on Fig.7: the left one was obtained by using the fully
analytical method, and the right one was obtained by using the analytical method with a
fit, considering 100 events in each fit. Some small di erences can already be spotted: the
sinogram generated with 100 events has a less smooth appearance and some bins have a
value that strongly contrasts with their surrounding. These values are due to a failure of
the fitting functions, which sometimes occurs when the number of bins is low.
It should also be noted that in the simulations presented in this section, when a number
of events is mentioned, it corresponds to a number of events appearing in the interval
[xleft, xright], where flg(xleft) = fL(xright) = 1100Max(fL). This interval is then sampled
in 30 bins. This would not be equivalent to a real-life experiment where the range of the
histogram is kept constant when x and   are varied.
6.2 Reconstruction
From the sinograms, the detector can be reconstructed. The filter A( ) used is the same
for each sinogram and can be expressed by the following function:
A( ) = (0.416 )1.7
where   is in units of µm 1.
6.2.1 Fully analytical method
The reconstructed image of the detector obtained with the fully analytical method (the
sinogram to which it corresponds being shown on the left of Fig.7) is shown in Fig.8.
The image obtained is clear, except some non-uniformities observed in each voxel and in
the edges of the detector. However, it has to be remembered that this image would be
14
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.16.: (a) Sketch of the sample used for the simulation [50], (b) a sinogram
obtained by simulating 100 events, (c) a back projected image of the sample using
1000 events and (d) a back projected image of the sample using 10000 events.
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Fortuneteller, what do you see?
Future in a card
Share your secrets, tell them to me
Under a Violet Moon.
- Blackmore’s Night
Chapter 5
Conclusions
During the Long Shutdown 1 of the LHC, the 3-Layer ATLAS Pixel Detector was
refurbished and equipped with new Service Quarter Panels as well as a new Diamond
Beam Monitor. Up to 92% of failing Pixel modules from Run 1 were recovered. The
detector was re-installed into the ATLAS Experiment and re-integrated into its data
acquisition. The LHC is about to restart operation and provide proton-proton collisions
with single beam energies of up to 6.5TeV in Run 2.
The IBL is the fourth layer of silicon pixel detectors in the ATLAS Experiment, foreseen
to take data in Run 2 and Run 3 up to the high luminosity upgrade of the LHC. As
a major part of this thesis, a quality assurance test bench was planned, commissioned
and successfully operated, serving as the first major checkpoint for each newly built
ATLAS IBL stave. A procedure ensuring electrical and logical functionality as well as
calibration capability and particle detection in conditions expected inside the ATLAS
Experiment was developed. The results obtained in that test bench serve as reference
points for the on-going commissioning of the ATLAS IBL Detector and are essential
for the understanding of up-coming physics results.
All components used for the ATLAS IBL were successfully built and found to meet the
demanding requirements with respect to engineering constraints, operational stability,
calibration performance and radiation hardness. Eventually the 14 best staves were
chosen to build the ATLAS IBL. All modules were functional after integration and
99.9% of the pixels were operational. The installation into the ATLAS Detector was
successful and no damages were observed. Also the beam pipe bake out left the detector
unharmed and first data using cosmic rays was taken in combination with other ATLAS
sub-detectors.
The second part of the thesis was the investigation of a new sensor characterization
method. During a dedicated testbeam data taking campaign in 2012 a 3D prototype
sensor from the ATLAS IBL production was studied at various rotation angles to
investigate its charge collection properties. A total of 140 runs at DUT rotation angles
between -90   and 90   in varying step sizes were acquired. It was shown that the
cluster properties follow the prediction after properly merging split clusters at high
angles, which occur due to charge signals close to the threshold and charge sharing
e↵ects.
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Furthermore, it was found that the estimated number of track segments was stable
over the entire data taking period, which was one of the main goals for that testbeam
campaign. However, due to a saturation of the Timepix timing plane, the total number
of usable tracks was too low for in depth studies, especially at high incident angles. A
possibility to improve the number of tracks holding valid FE-I4 data in future testbeam
studies could be to define a region-of-interest trigger, which follows the FE-I4 accept-
ance window. In addition, not fully understood residual distributions were observed in
the DUT alignment. In particular, proper alignment was only possible in one spatial
coordinate. A number of potential e↵ects could be ruled out while a few possibilities
are still open, but none of them was found to be corrigible in software in the scope
of this thesis. Thus, solely preliminary results on sub-pixel resolution studies were
presented.
Despite being extraordinarily complex to accomplish, the 3-dimensional charge collec-
tion e ciency studies bear the possibility of becoming a future sensor characterization
technique, complementing studies carried out in laboratories and two dimensional hit
and charge collection e ciency evaluations from conventional testbeam measurements.
The main achievements in the scope of this thesis are the proof of principles, that the
approach of signal reconstruction using convolutions of the Landau distribution and a
Gaussian function is feasible, as well as the method of using the detection capabilities
of the device under test in order to obtain projections of the collected charges inside
the device. Additional studies depending on threshold, ToT and sensor bias settings
could reveal e↵ects introduced as a consequence of production steps, which may not be
covered in simulations. Statistics, computing and charge resolution requirements are
still demanding. State-of-the-art beam telescopes provide either high trigger rates or
high pointing resolutions. However, future developments in the rapidly evolving field
of beam telescopes may reveal measurement capabilities providing both at the same
time to acquire more suitable data for the above described studies.
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Position Stave Number of bad pixels Score Planarity [µm] Reworked
#01 ST17 1052 1.01 114 no
#02 ST02 579 0.44 205 yes
#03 ST19 971 1.13 266 no
#04 ST09 1110 1.00 229 yes
#05 ST18 1266 0.94 336 no
#06 ST04 799 0.69 235 yes
#07 ST13 718 0.56 224 no
#08 ST10 646 0.62 243 yes
#09 ST11 565 0.58 298 no
#10 ST12 542 0.62 314 yes
#11 ST16 879 0.82 329 no
#12 ST06 734 0.79 290 yes
#13 ST15 864 0.84 325 no
#14 ST05 601 0.68 189 yes
n/a ST01 1011 1.04 224 yes
n/a ST03 1235 2.48 223 yes
n/a ST14 1877 1.11 218 no
n/a ST20 2139 2.01 237 no
Table A.1.: Ranking and loading order overview of the 14 IBL staves. The cooling
pipe of the stave in position 01 is at   =  6.1 , subsequent staves are displaced by
25.7  in  . The score is determined by the number of bad pixels, each of which is
weighted according to the position on a stave. A lower score thus translates into a
higher quality stave. The planarity shows the di↵erence between the minimum and
maximum height of a stave. The last column indicates whether a stave has been
reworked at the CERN DSF bond lab. For completeness, the bottom four lines show
numbers for the staves that were not chosen for installation. For the stave loading
around the beam pipe, not only this score but a uniform ⌘     bad pixel distribution
and engineering constraints are also taken into account [40].
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Figure A.1.: (a) Threshold and (b) threshold noise chip-to-chip di↵erence of the
values obtained in the RCE measurements and the QA among the 14 ATLAS IBL
production staves after retuning all pixels to a target threshold of 3 000 e  and to a
10ToT target response for 16 000 e . The individual pixel data have first been
averaged over each chip. The plots show, for each chip position on the stave, the
mean and scatter of the 14 data points (one from each stave). The error bars show
the RMS spread, while the solid boxes show the minimum and maximum values. The
higher noise on the A-side in the QA measurements was caused by a small noise on
the HV line of the setup and the sensitivity of FBK modules, which were more
frequently chosen for loading on A-side, to such noise. The noise on the outer 3D
modules is generally higher than on the planar modules [29].
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Run Angle [ ]
Tracks
total in time overlap timestamped with FEI4 data
5252 0 390062 201680 (52%) 168023 (43%) 146979 (38%)
5253 1 326994 157250 (48%) 121592 (37%) 106048 (32%)
5254 2 318323 153923 (48%) 124807 (39%) 111220 (35%)
5255 3 323276 152381 (47%) 116133 (36%) 104062 (32%)
5256 4 251682 116949 (46%) 97335 (39%) 86926 (35%)
5257 5 258633 142862 (55%) 118585 (46%) 104637 (40%)
5258 6 291383 163488 (56%) 131214 (45%) 115958 (40%)
5259 7 224239 118012 (53%) 96797 (43%) 85770 (38%)
5260 8 253910 139025 (55%) 114034 (45%) 99807 (39%)
5261 9 264347 164548 (62%) 124605 (47%) 104500 (40%)
5262 10 268423 184316 (69%) 139132 (52%) 114147 (43%)
5266 12 192843 126342 (66%) 86356 (45%) 72598 (38%)
5268 13 247206 159878 (65%) 131485 (53%) 114901 (46%)
5269 14 205506 127004 (62%) 105231 (51%) 92574 (45%)
5270 15 184802 103966 (56%) 86276 (47%) 74470 (40%)
5271 16 213983 127933 (60%) 105375 (49%) 91975 (43%)
5272 17 184514 113763 (62%) 93336 (51%) 78451 (43%)
5273 18 150616 91907 (61%) 75382 (50%) 63993 (42%)
5274 19 151498 92662 (61%) 75957 (50%) 65354 (43%)
5275 20 153842 86281 (56%) 71291 (46%) 62361 (41%)
5276 21 148987 90938 (61%) 74624 (50%) 64130 (43%)
5277 22 149527 92588 (62%) 75563 (51%) 62044 (41%)
5278 23 151682 95436 (63%) 77794 (51%) 65131 (43%)
5279 24 151096 85017 (56%) 70348 (47%) 60512 (40%)
5280 25 150395 83096 (55%) 69211 (46%) 60643 (40%)
5281 26 183194 102870 (56%) 85129 (46%) 72521 (40%)
5282 27 110717 62982 (57%) 52251 (47%) 28938 (26%)
5283 28 105612 58996 (56%) 48875 (46%) 42222 (40%)
5284 29 103253 59215 (57%) 48765 (47%) 42069 (41%)
5285 30 113685 63297 (56%) 52116 (46%) 44672 (39%)
5286 31 111817 65656 (59%) 53999 (48%) 43036 (38%)
5287 32 112758 65070 (58%) 53769 (48%) 44049 (39%)
5288 33 113463 64178 (57%) 52921 (47%) 44098 (39%)
5290 34 109759 59571 (54%) 49417 (45%) 38556 (35%)
5291 35 110998 60182 (54%) 49720 (45%) 38885 (35%)
5292 36 148502 84375 (57%) 69454 (47%) 47375 (32%)
5293 37 139918 78963 (56%) 65207 (47%) 46887 (34%)
5294 38 138199 80569 (58%) 66242 (48%) 45111 (33%)
5295 39 147588 90323 (61%) 73907 (50%) 45595 (31%)
5296 40 149569 94546 (63%) 76960 (51%) 47901 (32%)
Continued on next page
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Run Angle [ ]
Tracks
total in time overlap timestamped with FEI4 data
5297 41 149272 89091 (60%) 72930 (49%) 52167 (35%)
5298 42 104926 60320 (57%) 49756 (47%) 35391 (34%)
5299 43 112698 65274 (58%) 53556 (48%) 38623 (34%)
5300 44 112297 63403 (56%) 52313 (47%) 35698 (32%)
5301 45 112491 63275 (56%) 52187 (46%) 33868 (30%)
5302 46 107244 62236 (58%) 51120 (48%) 35688 (33%)
5303 47 112691 66141 (59%) 54390 (48%) 32028 (28%)
5304 48 108001 65915 (61%) 53550 (50%) 27765 (26%)
5305 49 104438 61599 (59%) 50347 (48%) 25160 (24%)
5306 50 110529 64113 (58%) 52685 (48%) 27406 (25%)
5307 51 114177 65200 (57%) 53419 (47%) 29105 (25%)
5308 52 94242 52295 (55%) 43095 (46%) 23673 (25%)
5309 53 113043 64879 (57%) 44090 (39%) 21073 (19%)
5310 54 109959 56805 (52%) 47110 (43%) 26300 (24%)
5311 55 110948 65577 (59%) 53984 (49%) 23870 (22%)
5312 56 74588 42052 (56%) 34519 (46%) 17812 (24%)
5313 57 104467 62165 (60%) 51245 (49%) 20297 (19%)
5314 58 107169 61523 (57%) 50517 (47%) 20930 (20%)
5315 59 109584 62908 (57%) 51456 (47%) 20450 (19%)
5316 60 113857 68522 (60%) 56078 (49%) 16675 (15%)
5317 61 109447 64453 (59%) 52989 (48%) 16409 (15%)
5318 62 108531 66391 (61%) 54098 (50%) 15743 (15%)
5319 63 113286 65510 (58%) 53811 (48%) 18003 (16%)
5320 64 113024 64638 (57%) 53226 (47%) 14813 (13%)
5321 65 75439 42609 (56%) 35114 (47%) 10425 (14%)
5322 66 71948 41526 (58%) 34176 (48%) 9198 (13%)
5323 67 111542 62828 (56%) 51883 (47%) 13551 (12%)
5324 68 74166 41018 (55%) 33954 (46%) 8911 (12%)
5325 69 73486 38930 (53%) 32314 (44%) 7626 (10%)
5326 70 113080 64589 (57%) 53180 (47%) 9957 (8.8%)
5327 71 111632 62893 (56%) 41270 (37%) 7465 (6.7%)
5328 72 111836 62807 (56%) 52188 (47%) 8219 (7.3%)
5329 73 112320 61687 (55%) 50974 (45%) 7184 (6.4%)
5330 74 110961 62122 (56%) 51332 (46%) 7992 (7.2%)
5331 75 112930 64996 (58%) 53281 (47%) 5293 (4.7%)
5332 76 102876 58389 (57%) 48211 (47%) 4991 (4.9%)
5333 77 109303 60319 (55%) 49937 (46%) 5460 (5.0%)
5334 78 109444 58472 (53%) 48306 (44%) 3625 (3.3%)
5335 79 108924 59169 (54%) 49116 (45%) 3313 (3.0%)
5336 80 294653 165440 (56%) 136344 (46%) 3508 (1.2%)
Continued on next page
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Run Angle [ ]
Tracks
total in time overlap timestamped with FEI4 data
5337 82 140181 78643 (56%) 64628 (46%) 2055 (1.5%)
5338 83 221725 133640 (60%) 109708 (49%) 1892 (0.9%)
5339 84 217613 123318 (57%) 92124 (42%) 1270 (0.6%)
5340 85 254670 140715 (55%) 115657 (45%) 1050 (0.4%)
5341 86 274796 154408 (56%) 127093 (46%) 609 (0.2%)
5342 87 321116 186907 (58%) 153149 (48%) 384 (0.1%)
5343 88 456512 263088 (58%) 215579 (47%) 300 (0.1%)
5344 89 566254 334805 (59%) 273437 (48%) 349 (0.1%)
5345 90 461872 263721 (57%) 214169 (46%) 376 (0.1%)
5346 -89 521584 295777 (57%) 243954 (47%) 1808 (0.3%)
5347 -87 443406 244930 (55%) 202730 (46%) 4109 (0.9%)
5348 -85 188459 104267 (55%) 86395 (46%) 3208 (1.7%)
5349 -83 220274 126889 (58%) 105021 (48%) 5772 (2.6%)
5350 -81 172258 94431 (55%) 78781 (46%) 5993 (3.5%)
5351 -79 183343 103361 (56%) 85621 (47%) 6561 (3.6%)
5352 -77 188150 107254 (57%) 89229 (47%) 8357 (4.4%)
5353 -75 146710 82262 (56%) 68089 (46%) 8419 (5.7%)
5354 -73 110995 60003 (54%) 50045 (45%) 7883 (7.1%)
5355 -71 105771 55887 (53%) 30455 (29%) 6188 (5.9%)
5356 -69 112656 60627 (54%) 50500 (45%) 11311 (10%)
5357 -67 111181 61237 (55%) 51059 (46%) 12379 (11%)
5358 -65 111678 63175 (57%) 52394 (47%) 14256 (13%)
5359 -63 111813 64476 (58%) 53619 (48%) 17126 (15%)
5360 -61 104839 58037 (55%) 48221 (46%) 19182 (18%)
5361 -59 71845 38409 (53%) 31838 (44%) 14502 (20%)
5362 -57 100921 57384 (57%) 47448 (47%) 18749 (19%)
5363 -57 89401 50468 (56%) 41611 (47%) 18503 (21%)
5365 -55 110451 60107 (54%) 49774 (45%) 26396 (24%)
5366 -53 74797 41840 (56%) 34828 (47%) 21198 (28%)
5367 -51 110363 61578 (56%) 51142 (46%) 33206 (30%)
5368 -49 113186 60266 (53%) 50358 (44%) 35006 (31%)
5369 -47 108383 57492 (53%) 48050 (44%) 34144 (32%)
5370 -45 75138 41652 (55%) 34690 (46%) 26173 (35%)
5371 -43 107159 60520 (56%) 50266 (47%) 35598 (33%)
5372 -41 110003 60935 (55%) 50500 (46%) 38302 (35%)
5373 -39 109344 59113 (54%) 48989 (45%) 38652 (35%)
5374 -37 110550 60985 (55%) 50517 (46%) 40700 (37%)
5375 -35 110935 61013 (55%) 50648 (46%) 41184 (37%)
5376 -33 136009 76964 (57%) 63851 (47%) 53972 (40%)
5377 -31 110789 59393 (54%) 49502 (45%) 42636 (38%)
Continued on next page
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Run Angle [ ]
Tracks
total in time overlap timestamped with FEI4 data
5378 -29 140970 81950 (58%) 67535 (48%) 57621 (41%)
5379 -27 148813 86445 (58%) 71419 (48%) 60434 (41%)
5380 -25 184582 102121 (55%) 84813 (46%) 73523 (40%)
5381 -23 151774 86548 (57%) 71671 (47%) 62626 (41%)
5382 -21 180409 99263 (55%) 82045 (45%) 71317 (40%)
5383 -19 148982 88578 (59%) 72654 (49%) 63706 (43%)
5384 -17 152640 91641 (60%) 75305 (49%) 66101 (43%)
5385 -15 226208 129066 (57%) 106555 (47%) 92034 (41%)
5386 -13 186419 110859 (59%) 91171 (49%) 77940 (42%)
5387 -11 223751 125626 (56%) 103707 (46%) 91213 (41%)
5388 -9 260903 150683 (58%) 123714 (47%) 107021 (41%)
5389 -7 263379 146746 (56%) 121578 (46%) 106684 (41%)
5390 -5 291921 159832 (55%) 132467 (45%) 115406 (40%)
5391 -3 325341 174613 (54%) 144779 (45%) 126933 (39%)
5392 -1 363855 194014 (53%) 161453 (44%) 140764 (39%)
Table B.1.: Overview of all valid runs taken with the
Timepix telescope and SCC99 as DUT. All fractions
refer to the total number of tracks.
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Figure B.1.: Timepix telescope local cluster positions using the example of Run 5252.
It can be seen that the planes in the first arm are tilted in the opposite direction
compared to the second arm.
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Figure B.2.: Timepix telescope ToT spectra (in ADC counts) for one, two, three and
four pixel clusters using the example of Run 5252. The saturation of the ToA plane
(I10-W0108) for about 50% can clearly be seen.
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Figure B.3.: Timepix telescope biased residuals in x using the example of Run 5252.
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Figure B.4.: Timepix telescope biased residuals in y using the example of Run 5252.
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Figure B.5.: Timepix telescope amalgamation plots using the example of Run 5252.
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Figure B.6.: Example DUT hit map showing long split clusters within a sub-set of
events taken from Run 5340 which corresponds to an angle of 85  . The beam passes
along the row direction.
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Figure B.7.: Example DUT hit map showing hadronic interactions within two
independent events taken from Run 5344 which corresponds to an angle of 89  . The
primary beam passes along the row direction.
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Figure B.8.: Number of DUT cluster fragments per angle.
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Figure B.9.: SCC99 (a) x and (b) y residual distributions and the corresponding
correlations with global track coordinates in Run 5252, perpendicular incident. For
comparison the DUT was tilted by +1   around the global z axis with respect to the
original alignment.
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Figure B.10.: SCC99 (a) x and (b) y residual distributions in Run 5252,
perpendicular incident. For comparison the DUT was shifted by +5mm along the
global z axis. Both residual distribution, with and without shift, are shown.
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AC Alternating Current . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
AIDA Advanced European Infrastructures for Detectors at Accelerators . . . . . 63
ALICE A Large Ion Collider Experiment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
ASIC Application Specific Interated Circuit . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
ATCA Advanced Telecommunications Computing Architecture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
ATLAS A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
BCM Beam Conditions Monitor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
CERN Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
CIM Cluster Interconnect Module . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
CiS Competence in Silicon, Forschungsinstitut fu¨r Mikrosensorik und
Photovoltaik GmbH (Erfurt, Germany) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
CMS Compact Muon Solenoid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
CNM Centro Nacional de Microelectronica (Barcelona, Spain) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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